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Off-chip interconnection networks provide for communication between

processors and components within computer systems. Semiconductor process

technology trends have led to the inclusion of multiple processors and compo-

nents onto a single chip and recently research has focused on interconnection

networks, on-chip, to connect them together. On-chip networks provide a

scalable, high-bandwidth interconnect, integrated tightly with the microarchi-
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tecture to achieve high performance. On-chip networks present several new

challenges, different from off-chip networks, including tighter constraints in

power, area and end-to-end latency.

In this dissertation, I propose interconnection network architectures

that address the unique design challenges of power and end-to-end latency

on chip. My work in the design, implementation and evaluation of the on-chip

networks of the TRIPS project’s prototype processor, a real hardware imple-

mentation, is the foundation for my work in on-chip networking. Based on

my analysis of the TRIPS on-chip networks and their workloads, I propose,

design, and evaluate novel network architectures for congestion monitoring

and adaptive routing that are matched to the design constraints of on-chip

networks.

In the TRIPS system we designed, and implemented in silicon, a dis-

tributed processor microarchitecture where traditional processor components

are divided into a collection of self-contained tiles. One novel aspect of the

TRIPS system is the control and data networks that the tiles use to com-

municate with one another. I worked on the design and implementation of

one of these networks, the On-Chip Network (OCN). The OCN, a 4x10 mesh

network, interconnects the tiles of the L2 cache, the two processor cores and

various I/O units. Another on-chip network, the Operand Network (OPN),

interconnects the execution units and serves as a bypass network, integrated

tightly with the processor core. In this document I evaluate these two on-chip

networks and their workloads, these evaluations serve as case studies in how

on-chip design constraints affect the design of on-chip networks.

In the examination of the TRIPS OCN and OPN networks, one insight

we gained was that network resource imbalances can lead to congestion and

ix



poor performance. We found these imbalances are transient with time and

task. Timely information about the status of the network can be used to bal-

ance the resource utilization, or reduce power. A challenge lies in providing

the right information, conveyed in a timely fashion, as the metrics and meth-

ods used in off-chip networks do not map well to on-chip networks. In this

document, I propose and evaluate several metrics of network congestion for

their utility and feasibility in an on-chip environment.

In our examination of the TRIPS on-chip networks we also found that

minimizing end-to-end packet latency was critical to maintaining good sys-

tem performance. Effective use of the congestion information without impact

to end-to-end latency is another challenge in on-chip networking. I explore

novel adaptive routing techniques that address the challenge of managing the

end-to-end latency. A method that produces good results is aggregation of net-

work status information, reducing both the bandwidth and latency required

for status information transmission. In this dissertation I examine how well

this technique and others compare with conventional oblivious and adaptive

routing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past 40 years silicon device scaling, as characterized by Moore’s

law [42], has simultaneously increased transistor density while reducing com-

ponent costs. By the late 1980’s and early 1990’s device scaling facilitated the

design of large multiprocessor computer systems such as the Stanford DASH

shared memory multiprocessor [39] and the SGI Origin 2000 [37]. In these

systems, multiple processors share a single large memory space. Intra-chip or

off-chip interconnection networks often connect processors together in multi-

processor systems to transfer cache blocks between main memory and various

levels of cache.

Moore’s law has recently led to architectures that incorporate multi-

ple communicating components, such as chip multi-processors (CMPs) and

systems-on-chip (SOCs) designs. Examples include the CMP Intel Core 2

Quad [1], and the SOC IBM Cell processor [4]. In the past, ad-hoc intercon-

nect and bus protocols were used to convey control and data within a chip.

The scaling of these interconnects with frequency and greater numbers of com-

ponents motivates a shift toward on-chip interconnection networks (networks-
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on-chip) to take an analogous role to off-chip interconnection networks seen

in large scale multiprocessor systems. To date, however, relatively few such

networks have been implemented and scaled to more than tens of components.

1.1 Networks-On-Chip

The motivation for the move from traditional bus designs to networks-on-chip

parallels off-chip interconnection network designs. The design characteristics

of networks-on-chip, however, differ from off-chip networks.

1.1.1 Buses to Networks-On-Chip

The latency and electrical behavior of long multi-drop buses scale poorly with

diminished feature sizes. On-chip bus speeds are at a distinct scaling disad-

vantage because they connect components spread across the chip. In addition,

multi-drop buses require protocols to ensure exclusivity among the transmit-

ters and suffer from poor electrical behavior as long wires on-chip begin to

look more like transmission lines.

Networks-on-chip enjoy a scaling advantage relative to buses since net-

work wire lengths between adjacent routers can be kept short, regular and

uni-directional. Networks-on-chip also enable the pipelining of data and a

much greater aggregate bandwidth than buses. Finally, design complexity can

be reduced since the router only needs to be designed once and replicated for

use wherever needed.
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1.1.2 Network-On-Chip Design Characteristics

The design constraints of networks-on-chip differ from off-chip interconnection

networks in terms of frequency, bandwidth, latency and area.

Frequency: Off-chip networks typically are clocked at much lower fre-

quencies than the processor’s main clock because their timing is dominated by

transmission line capacitance and the relative skews of off-chip interconnect.

Networks-on-chip may be clocked at high frequencies, often the main system

clock itself, because the wire lengths are much shorter and the relative data

skews are minimal. High frequency design places a strong constraint on the

router’s critical path.

Bandwidth: The bandwidth of off-chip networks is typically much

lower than networks-on-chip. Off-chip networks are bit-width constrained by

the expense of each chip pin. Network-on-chip bit-width is constrained by the

number of metal layers and pitch of on-chip wire routing, allowing networks-on-

chip to have a much higher bit-width than their off-chip counterparts. Greater

bit-width combined with higher on-chip frequencies yields significantly higher

bandwidth for networks-on-chip. Higher network-on-chip bandwidth affects

the optimum choice of routing algorithm and network topology for networks-

on-chip.

Latency: Routers on one chip, in off-chip networks, are connected

by board traces to routers on other chips. Differences in wire length and

chip placements create significant clock and data skew between chips in the

same network, therefore off-chip networks typically resynchronize data at each

router. Synchronization often adds two to three network cycles of latency per

hop. Off-chip networks run at a lower frequency than the rest of the chip,

3



compounding with the latency required for synchronization. Data must also

be resynchronized upon arrival at the destination chip. By contrast, networks-

on-chip can be designed to have minimal delay per hop. On-chip bit-widths

also affect latency by reducing the number of flits per packet, directly reducing

packet completion latency. Together these effects imply that networks-on-chip

can have much lower latencies than off-chip networks.

Area: Area is not a strong constraint for off-chip networks because

there is typically only one off-chip router per chip. Network-on-chip routers,

depending on the number of nodes per chip, may consume a significant fraction

of the total die area. Area constraints effect the area allowed for network

resources such as virtual channel count, FIFO depth, and the bit-width of the

network.

Prior work in interconnection networks provides a basis for network-

on-chip design. As a result of the different design constraints, however, the

optimal design point for a typical network-on-chip design will be significantly

different from the optimal design point for a typical off-chip interconnection

network design.

1.1.3 Network-On-Chip Challenges

The challenges of current VLSI technology trends shape the evolution of network-

on-chip designs.

Power: NOCs must operate within a given power budget. Performance

enhancing network characteristics, such as wide interconnects and their asso-

ciated wide FIFOs or adaptive routing techniques, must produce performance

gains that offset their power consumption. Networks operating close to satura-
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tion can afford performance enhancing techniques that consume power because

the total energy for a given task will be reduced, however networks that op-

erate further from saturation may not warrant the added power consumption.

Information about the current congestion state of the network could be used

to enable power consuming network features that mitigate congestion.

Reliability: Reliability is a challenge in future and current VLSI de-

signs that has particular implications for NOC designs. Post manufacturing

failures such as electromigration can create unusable nodes within a network.

Unlike off-chip networks where faulty components can be easily diagnosed and

replaced, failures within networks-on-chip must be interrogated and diagnosed

without direct access to the nodes in question. Although the faulty compo-

nents cannot be replaced, in many cases the system may be used at a reduced

capacity, once the faults have been identified and that information has been

communicated throughout the system.

Congestion: As in off-chip networks, network congestion causes sig-

nificant loss in network bandwidth and increase in average message latency.

Current VLSI technology, however, implies different network characteristics

from off-chip networks. To date, most NOCs have employed simple topologies

such as two-dimensional meshes [63, 50, 62] and rings [47] in part because they

are a good match to planar silicon manufacturing processes in that they keep

link lengths short. To meet on-chip design constraints, NOCs tend to use sim-

ple router designs with limited virtual channels, shallow flit buffers per virtual

channel, short router pipeline stages, and messages with a limited number of

flits. The abundance of on-chip wires enables wider physical channels, but

wormhole flow control will likely dominate due to the shallow virtual channel

buffers imposed by on-chip area budgets. These different characteristics imply
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a different approach to the problem of congestion management compared to

off-chip networks.

A well balanced network-on-chip design leverages the advantages of on-

chip design, such as high frequency, synchronous links, and high wire density,

to address the challenges of congestion, reliability and power management.

1.2 Thesis Statement

This dissertation introduces congestion aware networks, networks which lever-

age the available on-chip wire density enabling the use of network state in-

formation to manage congestion and improve the performance. This disserta-

tion takes the TRIPS processor prototype as a case study in network-on-chip

implementation. The TRIPS processor prototype implements networks-on-

chip in place of buses for operand bypass and level-2 cache interconnect. It

evaluates the TRIPS processor, showing that system performance is highly

dependent upon network design decisions and workload. It shows that provid-

ing the means, on-chip, to diagnose and remedy network imbalances in real

time enables better dynamic load balancing, as well as live monitoring of var-

ious power/heat and reliability metrics. Specifically, this dissertation explores

measurement and monitoring to inform a better dynamic load balance through

adaptive routing, building upon the TRIPS NOCs work.

1.3 Dissertation Contributions

This dissertation makes the following contributions.

Network-On-Chip Design and Prototyping: In the TRIPS system
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we designed, and implemented in silicon, a distributed processor microarchi-

tecture where traditional processor components are divided into a collection

of self-contained tiles. One novel aspect of the TRIPS system is that these

tiles communicate with one another via control and data networks. I designed

and implemented of one of these networks, the On-Chip Network (OCN) and

its off-chip extension the Chip-to-Chip (C2C) network, in collaboration with

another student. The OCN, a 4x10 2D mesh network, interconnects the tiles

of the L2 cache, the two processor cores, and various I/O units. The OCN is

optimized for cache-line size transfers between the processors’ L1 caches and

the shared L2 cache. The C2C network is a off-chip 4x16 2D mesh network

interconnecting the OCN networks of up to 64 TRIPS chips into one TRIPS

system. The TRIPS processor contains a second network on-chip, the Operand

Network (OPN). The OPN interconnects the execution units and serves as an

operand bypass network, integrated tightly with the processor core. The OPN

is a 5x5 2D mesh network optimized for operand passing.

In this dissertation I describe and motivate the design decisions behind

the OPN and OCN networks on-chip. I also evaluate both networks under

traditional synthetic network workloads as well as TRIPS program trace work-

loads. The evaluation of these networks serves as a case study in how on-chip

design constraints affect the design of networks on-chip and methods that may

be used to improve performance.

Network-On-Chip Workload Characterization: One insight gained

during the evaluation of the TRIPS networks was that realistic network work-

loads are substantially different from the synthetic traces used in typical in-

terconnection network evaluation. Much of the prior work in network-on-chip

design has relied upon traditional synthetic workloads to evaluate the rela-
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tive merits of network design decisions. Proper evaluation of network design

decisions requires representative workloads. This dissertation characterizes a

subset of realistic network workloads and contrasts them with the traditional

synthetic workloads. It then evaluates the characteristics of NOC workloads

that affect performance. This dissertation discusses how the performance af-

fecting characteristics of a given workload suite can be used to improve network

design as well as to design better synthetic workloads.

Network-On-Chip Measurement and Monitoring: Another in-

sight gained from the TRIPS networks was that network resource imbalances

that lead to congestion and poor performance are transient with time and task.

Timely information about network status can be used to balance the resource

utilization. A challenge lies in providing the right information, conveyed in

a timely fashion. In this dissertation I argue that the metrics and methods

used in prior work in off-chip networks do not map well to networks-on-chip.

I propose and evaluate several metrics of network congestion for their utility

and feasibility. I also examine the means to convey this information across the

network utilizing a secondary, dedicated status network.

Congestion Aware Adaptive Routing: The evaluation of the TRIPS

networks on-chip illustrates that minimizing packet end-to-end latency is crit-

ical to maintaining good system performance. Effective use of congestion in-

formation, without impact to end-to-end latency, is challenging in networking

on-chip. This dissertation explores the limits of congestion aware adaptive

routing by removing latency and depth resolution from network state infor-

mation. I then explore novel adaptive routing techniques that address the chal-

lenge of managing the end-to-end latency. One method I propose and evaluate

is the use of aggregate network status information to provide adaptive routing
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with a deeper view of network congestion. I examine the effectiveness of this

technique and others versus conventional oblivious and adaptive routing.

1.4 Dissertation Organization

This document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the prior work in

interconnection networks, congestion measurement and monitoring, adaptive

routing and network-on-chip design. Chapter 3 introduces the TRIPS proces-

sor design followed by a discussion of the design, implementation and evalua-

tion of its networks on- and off-chip. This is followed by a brief discussion of

methodology in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 examines network-on-chip workloads,

characterizes them, and compares them versus traditional synthetic workloads.

Chapter 6 discusses the use of network measurement and monitoring in pro-

viding live network status information to improve adaptive routing. Chapter 7

introduces two forms of congestion aware adaptive routing, regional congestion

awareness (RCA), a simple, dynamic technique where regionally aggregated

congestion information is used to improve the performance of adaptive rout-

ing, and source calculated congestion aware network (SCCAN), a technique to

incorporate a complete network view of congestion status into route selection.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter considers the background in multiprocessor computers that led to

the design of the first interconnection networks. The chapter then uses histor-

ical context to explain the different characteristics of modern interconnection

networks. Finally it examines the current work in on-chip interconnection

networks that directly relates to this dissertation.

2.1 Background

Dally and Towles define an interconnection network as a system capable of

data transport between terminals [11]. Although this definition may broadly

apply to networks ranging from a multi-drop bus to a loose connection of

computers on a WAN, I will focus my discussion of interconnection network

used to connect multiple processors and memories in a parallel computer.
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2.1.1 Early Parallel Computers

Interconnection networks first appeared in the early parallel computers of the

1970’s, to provide a means for communication between processors within the

computer. One of the first such machines was the C.mmp multiprocessor [65].

The C.mmp multiprocessor interconnected up to 16 DEC PDP-11 to a shared

set of 16 shared memory modules via a simple interconnection network com-

posed of a crossbar switch. Later shared memory multiprocessors, such as

the Columbia Homogeneous Parallel Processor (CHOPP) [59], the Sun Ni-

agara2 [44], Intel Core2Quad [1] and the AMD Phenom X4 [21] used more

extensive and regular interconnection networks to transfer memory requests

between processors and memories.

2.1.2 Interconnection Networks

General interconnection networks have three defining characteristics: (1) Topol-

ogy - the organization of the network, (2) Flow Control - the means by which

network resources are managed, (3) Routing - the method by which the path

through the network between source and destination is chosen. This section

reviews the relevant prior work for each of these characteristics to provide the

background to for the current work in interconnection networks.

Topology: Some early MIMD machines used buses [64] or crossbar

switches [65] to interconnect processors. Buses provide a shared medium for

the transport of data between one transmitter and one or more receivers while

crossbar switches provide a point to point connection between each node and

every other node within the system. Both buses and crossbars present obvious

challenges as the node count scales, causing bus contention or crossbar port
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count increases. Ring networks have also been proposed in early MIMD com-

puters to interconnect nodes [25]. Each node in a ring network is connected

to its two nearest neighbors. While ring networks reduce both contention and

port count relative to buses or crossbars, the average distance a message must

travel increases linearly as the number of nodes in a ring scales.

Dally extended the discussion of regular, multidimensional networks

when he examined the generalized performance of k -ary n-cubes, of which

the boolean n-cube is a special case [13]. K -ary n-cubes are n dimensional

networks with a radix of k in each dimension such that the number of nodes

N is related by N = k
n. Dally argued that if the network bisection is held

constant, lower dimension networks have better performance than higher di-

mension networks including the boolean n-cube.

Orthogonal to the network’s dimension and radix is its construction

as a torus or a mesh. A k -ary n-cube is considered a torus if there exists a

“loopback” link between the last node in a given dimension and the first node

in that dimension. Conversely if no such link exists the network is considered

a mesh. A torus requires twice the bisectional wires of a mesh for a given link

width and when laid out on a 2-D substrate the average link length of a torus

is twice as long [11]. Leighton showed that meshes, however, lack symmetry

along their edges, leading to greater congestion relative to a torus of the same

dimensions [38]. Most current and proposed network-on-chip topologies are

2D meshes, as they are a good fit for the two dimensional silicon substrate

Flow Control: Packets traversing a network must allocate storage at

each hop along the way. Storage resources may be in the form of a unified cen-

tral memory, or individual per-channel buffers. Flow control governs resource

allocation and utilization as packets traverse the network.
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In store-and-forward flow control, packets are fully buffered at each

network node traversed. Packets consuming several cycles to traverse a link

must wait until the entire packet has arrived before forwarding to the next

node. Store-and-forward flow control allocates enough space for the entire

packet prior to forwarding. Store-and-forward flow control was common in

early message passing MIMD machines such as the Cosmic Cube [52] and the

Intel iPSC/2 [20], it is also typically the flow control found in WAN networks.

Virtual cut through (VCT) flow control, introduced by Kermani and

Kleinrock, allocates downstream buffer space and sends the packet as soon

as its header arrives instead of waiting for the whole packet as in store-and-

forward flow control [32]. VCT flow control improves upon store-and-forward

flow control by reducing the time to traverse the network in cases where packets

are take more than one cycle to traverse a link.

Both VCT and store-and-forward flow control allocate buffer space for

the entire packet at each node in the path. Dally and Seitz proposed a modi-

fication the VCT by breaking packets up into flits, or flow control digits [15].

They define a flit as the minimum portion of a packet upon which flow control

is performed. Flit based flow control reduces the amount of storage required

at each node in the network because buffers may be smaller than the size of

a whole packet. Packets in flit based flow control networks may stretch across

several nodes leading to its subsequent naming as wormhole flow control.

Head-of-line blocking is a known problem in networks with wormhole

flow control where a blocked packet destined for one node blocks packets that

utilize a common link but are headed towards other destinations because the

buffers associated with those links are full. Dally proposed virtual-channel flow

control to address this problem [12]. Links have multiple buffers, or virtual
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channels, associated with them in virtual-channel flow control. Packets in

virtual channels destined towards the same output link compete with one

another for the output link but blocked packets are shut-out of competition

for the link allowing non-blocked packets to proceed.

Routing: Dally and Towles describe the function of a network’s routing

algorithm as determining the path taken from source terminal to destination

terminal [11]. Routing algorithms may be divided into one of two orthogonal

categories, oblivious or adaptive routing. In oblivious routing algorithms the

path through the network is not affected by the networks state, while adaptive

routing algorithms use network state in path determination.

Dimension order routing (DOR) is a widely used form of oblivious rout-

ing. A packet, in dimension order routing, travels in a given dimension reduc-

ing the offset between the packet and its destination until that offset is zero.

The packet then traverses the next dimension in the same manor. Dimen-

sions are always traversed in the same sequential order until the destination is

reached. DOR has been used in many experimental and commercial intercon-

nection networks such as the Columbia CHOPP [59], the Stanford DASH [39],

the MIT Raw [60], the Intel Paragon [19], and Cray T3D [45] among many

others.

Dimension order routing is known to cause load imbalances and con-

gestion under non-uniform traffic. Various other oblivious routing algorithms

have been proposed to address these load imbalances. Two of the most com-

monly cited are the random routing algorithm [26] and Valiant’s routing al-

gorithm [61]. Georganas et al. propose random routing where at each step

along the path to the destination the packet randomly chooses from one of

the available output ports that would bring the packet closer to the desti-
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nation [26]. Valiant proposed to route each packet to a randomly chosen,

arbitrary point in the network prior to routing it from that location to its final

destination [61]. In both cases randomness is used to decrease load imbalances

within the network.

Adaptive routing employs information about the state of the network to

dynamically determine the route taken by packets within the network. Adap-

tive routing is often used to reduce congestion or avoid network faults. One of

the earliest machines to employ adaptive routing was the Thinking Machines,

Connection Machine-5 (CM-5) [48], which used adaptive routing to take ad-

vantage of the path diversity in “upstream” links within a folded Clos network.

Downstream links were deterministically chosen as only one path was possible.

Adaptive routing continues to be used to this day in interconnection networks

such as commercial systems from Cray [51], Compaq [43], and IBM [3].

2.2 Related Work

This dissertation focuses on interconnection networks designed for on-chip im-

plementation. In particular, how the design characteristics of on-chip design

enable novel, congestion aware adaptive routing. In this section I briefly dis-

cuss related work in on-chip interconnection networks and adaptive routing.

2.2.1 Networks-On-Chip

While NOC architectures clearly have their roots in multicomputer intercon-

nection networks, the substantial wire density available on-chip changes the

constraints on the network design. Building on this observation, Dally and

Towles claimed that replacing global wiring with a routed and modular on-
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chip interconnection network would shorten the design time and reduce the

wire routing complexity [16]. The TRIPS architecture validates their conjec-

ture, as TRIPS global routing and timing optimization were relatively simple,

despite the size and complexity of the chip.

On-chip routed networks are emerging in different multicore chip de-

signs. The MIT Raw processor contains a statically routed, 4x4 mesh network

to interconnect its processor tiles [60]. The Raw network is principally designed

for the transmission of scalar operands, although it also transmits memory sys-

tem traffic. More conventional commercial multicore systems containing be-

tween 4 and 8 processors still employ crossbars for interconnection [44, 1, 21].

As core counts increase, such designs will likely migrate to routed networks.

For example, Intel’s announced Tera-scale prototype chip uses an 8x10 2D

mesh network to interconnect its 80 processor cores [62]. To date all of these

designs have implemented oblivious routing functions like dimension order

routing (DOR). DOR is easy to implement in the limited pipeline depths and

high clock frequencies seen on-chip, however it has well known load imbalance

problems leading to congestion when traffic rates are high [11].

2.2.2 Interconnection Network Workloads

Traditionally interconnection networks have been evaluated either analytically,

for example through Cruz’s network delay calculus method [10], or under

synthetic workload traffic, for example under stochastically generated work-

loads [11]. While these methods of network evaluation provide insight into the

network’s characteristics, they are often ineffective in modeling the workloads

found in real interconnection networks [27, 28].
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The SPLASH-2 suite of parallel applications was developed to enable

the study of distributed shared memory processors [66]. SPLASH-2 traces have

been used extensively in shared memory multiprocessor performance, intercon-

nection network and network-on-chip research [58, 23, 29]. While SPLASH-2

benchmarks do provide a shared memory workload, the suite itself is more

than 15 years old and no longer maintained; many of the SPLASH-2 appli-

cations use outdated algorithms and have compilation problems with modern

compilers. In 2008, Bienia et al. proposed PARSEC, a benchmark suite fo-

cused on shared memory chip multiprocessors [7]. This dissertation examines

the characteristics of both PARSEC and SPLASH-2 benchmark suites, along

with SPEC-CPU2000 based uni-processor workloads derived from the TRIPS

NOC distributed processor architecture.

2.2.3 Adaptive Routing

Effective use of adaptive routing to address load-balance requires a congestion-

aware routing function. Dally and Aoki proposed the number of free virtual

channels at an output port as a congestion metric, with the port having the

highest number of available VCs being the preferred output [14]. Martinez et

al. [40] evaluate a similar congestion metric within the context of Networks of

Workstations and show its superiority in terms of both latency and throughput.

More recently, Kim et al. examined buffer availability at adjacent routers as

a congestion metric [34], while Singh et al. used the output queue length

for the same purpose [55, 56]. Neither work, however, considered alternative

congestion indicators. This dissertation expands upon the congestion metrics

used in previous work and proposes new methods by which distant congestion
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information can be used in local routing decisions.

Source calculated routing is technique where the source node encodes

the packet route into the header of the packet upon insertion into the network.

This technique enables very simple router design because the complexity of the

route determination is pushed back to the source node and off the network’s

critical path. Source routing has been used in several off-chip interconnec-

tion networks [24, 2]. Adaptive routing is not typically combined with source

routing although Itai and Shachnai, and Aydogan et al. encode packets with

multiple paths and the routers dynamically chose among possible paths [31, 5].

This form of router adaptivity curtails the advantages of source routing with

respect to cycle time and pipeline depth. This dissertation evaluates one source

routed adaptive scheme that uses congestion information from the entire net-

work in the route determination.
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Chapter 3

Network-on-chip Design and

Prototyping

Increasing numbers of communicating components on-chip, caused by VLSI

technology scaling, require more sophisticated communication infrastructure,

such as networks-on-chip. My work on the TRIPS processor prototype serves

as a case study of network-on-chip implementations. The TRIPS processor

prototype implements networks-on-chip in place of buses for operand bypass

and level-2 cache interconnect. This chapter explores the design and imple-

mentation of the networks-on-chip of the TRIPS processor prototype, detail-

ing the design trade-offs made. The chapter also contrasts the performance of

the TRIPS NOCs under traditional synthetic and realistic, benchmark driven

workloads.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the TRIPS processor core and TRIPS prototype
die photo.

3.1 TRIPS Processor Overview

The goal of the TRIPS project was to develop a new class of processor archi-

tecture that is tiled and distributed, thereby scalable with process technology.

TRIPS is a processing system designed to achieve high performance through

data-, instruction-, and thread-level parallelism. The TRIPS processor is dis-

tributed into autonomous tiles connected via control and data networks to

provide the necessary execution and memory resources (16 integer and floating-

point units per processor). The TRIPS processor consists of 106 instances of 11

different tiles, each of which communicates directly with only its four nearest

neighbors.

The TRIPS design fundamentally demands high-bandwidth, low-latency,

and scalable interconnect between its tiles. Traditional bus-based interconnect

would not be a good fit for the TRIPS processor because of the great number

of nodes and the need for technology scalability. The left side of Figure 3.1
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shows a tile-level diagram of the TRIPS chip with two processors, each with

their own operand-network (OPN) links, and the level-2 cache with its on-chip-

network (OCN) links. The OCN connects together 24 network tiles (NTs) to

provide system address to network address translation, and 16 memory tiles

(MTs) each containing 64KB of storage, to form a non-uniform-cache-access

(NUCA) level-2 cache [33]. The OCN naturally pipelines many more requests

and replies than traditional busses. The OCN has five ports connecting each

processor core to the level-2 cache, providing much higher cache bandwidth

than typical CMP level-2 cache interconnect. The OCN architecture and pro-

tocols easily scale to more MTs for a larger L2 cache, more on-die processors,

or more ports per processor. The chip-to-chip network interface leverages of

this scalability to allow interconnection of up to 64 TRIPS chips in a single,

shared memory, TRIPS system. Scaling beyond 64 chips is possible with minor

changes to the system address map.

Each TRIPS processor core contains five types of tiles: 16 execution

tiles (ETs) which contain ALUs and reservation stations; 4 register tiles (RTs)

which each contain a fraction of the processor register file; 4 data tiles (DTs)

which each contain a level-1 data cache bank; 5 instruction tiles (ITs) which

each contain a level-1 instruction cache bank; and one global control tile (GT)

which orchestrates instruction fetch, execution and commit. These tiles are

interconnected via the OPN for operand passing between the execution units

and the primary memory system. A traditional broadcast bypass network

would not be feasible for the TRIPS design because bypass bus complexity

and area are proportional to the square of the number of execution units. The

scalability of the OPN enables the processor core’s inclusion of the large num-

ber of execution and memory resources needed to exploit fine-grained concur-
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rency. In addition to the OPN, the processor contains several control networks

for implementing distributed protocols for instruction fetch, completion, and

commit. Tiles communicate directly with only their nearest neighbors to keep

wires short and mitigate the growing effects of global wire delays. Messages

between distant tiles traverse the network routers in multiple hops.

TRIPS has an instruction set architecture with two key features: (1)

the hardware fetches, executes, and commits blocks of instructions, rather

than individual instructions, in an atomic fashion; and (2) within a block, in-

structions send their results directly to other instructions waiting to execute,

rather than communicating through a common register file [8, 50]. The com-

piler constructs the blocks, which can contain up to 128 instructions. Since

basic blocks typically contain only a handful of instructions, the TRIPS com-

piler uses techniques such as predication, loop unrolling, and function inlining

to create large hyperblocks. After hyperblock formation, a scheduler maps the

hyperblock onto the fixed array of 16 execution units, with up to 8 instructions

per ET. The scheduler attempts to minimize the distance between dependent

instructions along the program’s critical path while accounting for potential

network contention.

During block execution, the TRIPS operand network (OPN) routes

operands among the tiles according to the instruction placement. The TRIPS

instruction formats contain target fields identifying the consumer instruction

of the value produced. The hardware resolves those targets into coordinates

to be used for network routing. Operands passed between instructions on dif-

ferent tiles must traverse a portion of the OPN. The TRIPS execution model

is inherently dynamic and data driven; operand arrival drives instruction ex-

ecution, even if operands are delayed by unexpected or unknown memory
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latencies. The OPN must dynamically route operands across the processor

due to the data-driven nature of execution.

3.2 Operand Network (OPN)

The TRIPS processor contains two high bandwidth data networks-on-chip, the

Operand Network (OPN) and the On-Chip Network (OCN), and one off-chip

interconnection network, the Chip-to-Chip (C2C) network. The OPN net-

work, discussed in this section, replaces bypass networks found in traditional

processor designs [28].

The Operand Network (OPN) delivers operands between instructions

on different ETs with a latency of one cycle per hop. Tight integration of

the network into the processor core is necessary to achieve this low-latency

network interface. In addition two primary aspects of the TRIPS processor

architecture simplify the router design, reducing routing latency. First, the

block execution model pre-allocates reservation stations for all operand net-

work packets, guaranteeing consumption of all OPN messages. Second, all

OPN messages are a fixed 138 bits in length.

3.2.1 OPN Implementation:

The OPN is a 5x5 2D routed mesh network as shown in Figure 3.2. Table

3.1 details the design characteristics of the OPN. Flow control is on/off based,

meaning that the receiver tells the transmitter when there is enough buffer

space available to send another flit. Packets are routed through the network

in Y-X dimension-order with one cycle taken per hop. A packet arriving at a

router is buffered in an input FIFO prior to being launched onward towards its
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the TRIPS processor core with tiles and OPN
network connections.

destination. The OPN is deadlock free without requiring virtual channels due

to its dimension-order routing and guarantee of message consumption. The

absence of virtual channels reduces arbitration delay and speeds routing.

Each operand network message consists of a single flit composed of two

phits, a control phit and a data phit1. Flit-based flow control is unnecessary

because each packet is only one flit in length. The control phit is 30 bits and

encodes OPN source and destination node coordinates, along with identifiers

to indicate which instruction to select and wakeup in the target ET. The data

phit is 110 bits, with room for a 64-bit data operand, a 40-bit address for store

operations, and 6 bits for status flags. Table 3.2 shows a breakdown of all of

the bits in the data and control phits. Some of the fields, such as the source

identifiers, are not strictly necessary for operand network functionality, but we

included them in the prototype for debugging and monitoring.

The data phit always trails the control phit by one cycle in the network.

1A phit is a “physical digit”, the amount of data handled by a router in one cycle. One
or more phit’s are combined to form a flit [11].
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Network

Characteristic OPN OCN C2C

Topology 5x5 2D mesh 4x10 2D mesh 4x16 2D Mesh
Channel Width 142 bits 138 bits 38 bits
(payload + flow-control) (138+4) (128+10) (31+7)
Packet Length 1 flit 1-5 flits 4-20 flits
Packet Classes 1 4 2
Input FIFO depth 4 2 11
Routing Algorithm Y-X DOR Y-X DOR Y-X DOR
Flow Control N/A Wormhole Wormhole

(single flit packet)
Buffer Management On-Off based Credit based Credit based
Peak Injection Bandwidth 149 GB/sec 153 GB/sec 46 GB/sec
Bisection Bandwidth 60 GB/sec 44 GB/sec 5.7 GB/sec
Router Area 0.43mm2 1.10mm2 1.75mm2

Network Area (% of chip) 8% 11% 0.64%
Router Latency 1 cycle 1 cycle 6 cycles

Table 3.1: Design characteristics of OPN, OCN and C2C networks.

The OPN supports different physical wires for the control and data phit so

one can think of each OPN message consisting of one flit split into a 29-bit

control phit and a 109-bit data phit. The OPN uses a total of four bits for flow

control making the entire channel 142 bits wide. Because of the distinct control

and data wires, two OPN messages with the same source and destination can

proceed through the network separated by a single cycle. The data phit of

the first message and the control phit of the second are on the wires between

the same two routers at the same time. Upon arrival at the destination tile,

the data phit may bypass the input FIFO and be used directly, depending

on instruction readiness. This arrangement is similar to flit-reservation flow

control, although here the control phit contains some payload information and

does not race ahead of the data phit [46].

In all, the OPN has a peak injection bandwidth of 149 GB/sec when

all nodes are injecting packets every cycle at its frequency of 366MHz. The
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Control phit Data phit

Field bits Field bits

Valid 1 Valid 1
Type (LD/ST/etc.) 4 Type (normal/null/exception) 2
Block ID 3 Data operation (access width) 3
Dest. node 6 Data payload 64
Dest. instruction 5 LD/ST Address 40
Source node 6
Source instruction 5

Table 3.2: Breakdown of bits for OPN control and data phits.

network’s bisection bandwidth is 60 GB/sec measured horizontally or vertically

across the middle of the OPN.

Figure 3.3(a) shows a high-level block diagram of the OPN router. The

OPN router has five inputs and five outputs, one for each ordinal direction

(N, S, E and W) and one for the local tile’s input and output. The ordinal

directions inputs each have two four entry deep FIFOs, one 30 bits wide for

control phits and one 110 bits wide for data phits. The local input has no

FIFO buffer. The control and data phits of the OPN packet have separate 4x4

crossbars. All arbitration and routing is done on the control phit, in round-

robin fashion among all incoming directions. The data phit follows one cycle

behind the control phit in lock step, using the arbitration decision from its

control phit.

3.2.2 OPN/Processor Integration:

ET/OPN datapath: Figure 3.4 shows the operand network datapath be-

tween the ALUs in two adjacent ETs. The instruction selection logic and

the output latch of the ALU are both connected directly to the OPN’s local
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(a) OPN Router (ET). (b) OCN Router (NT).

Figure 3.3: Block diagram of OPN router from ET and OCN router from NT
in detail.

input port, while the instruction wakeup logic and bypass network are both

connected to the OPN’s local output. The steps below describe the use of the

OPN to bypass data between the ALUs.

• Cycle 0: Instruction wakeup/select on ET 0

– ET0 selects a ready instruction and sends it to the ALU.

– ET0 recognizes that the instruction target is on ET1 and creates

the control phit.

• Cycle 1: Instruction execution on ET0

– ET0 executes the instruction on the ALU.

– ET0 delivers the control phit to router FIFO of ET1.

• Cycle 2: Instruction wakeup/select on ET1
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Figure 3.4: Operand datapath between two neighboring ETs.

– ET0 delivers the data phit to ET1, bypassing the FIFO and de-

positing the data in a pipeline latch.

– ET1 wakes up and selects the instruction depending on the data

from ET0.

• Cycle 3: Instruction execution ET1

– ET1 selects the data bypassed from the network and executes the

instruction.

To minimize latency, early wakeup overlaps instruction pipeline control

with operand data delivery, reducing the remote bypass time from two cy-

cles to one, and improving performance by approximately 11% relative to a

design where the wakeup occurs when the data arrive [28]. In addition, the

separation of the control and data phits onto separate networks with shared

arbitration and routing eliminates arbitration for the data phit and reduces

network contention relative to a network that sends the header and payload

on the same wires in successive cycles. The high available wire density makes

this optimization inexpensive compared to off-chip networks.
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Selective OPN message invalidation: The TRIPS execution model

uses both instruction predication and branch prediction; therefore, some of

the operand messages are speculative. On a branch misprediction or a block

commit, the processor must flush all in-flight state for the block, including state

in any of the OPN’s routers. The protocol must selectively flush only those

messages in the routers that belong to the flushed block. The GT starts the

flush process by multicasting a flush message to all of the processor tiles using

the global control network (GCN). The GCN is a uni-directional broadcast

network specialized for flush message distribution. The flush message starts

at the GT and propagates across the GCN within 10 cycles. The GCN message

contains a block mask indicating which blocks are to be flushed. Tiles that

receive the GCN flush packet instruct their routers to invalidate from their

FIFOs any OPN messages with block-identifiers matching the flushed block

mask. As the invalidated packets reach the head of the associated FIFOs

they are removed. Although we chose to implement the FIFOs using shift

registers to simplify invalidation, the protocol could also be implemented for

circular buffer FIFOs. A collapsing FIFO that immediately eliminates flushed

messages could further improve network utilization, but we found that the

performance improvement did not outweigh the increased design complexity.

In practice, very few messages are actually flushed.

Channel Width: The OPN is designed to carry short messages at a

high rate. Approximately 90% of the traffic can fit within a packet payload of

99 bits, while the remaining 10% of traffic is level-1 cache store requests and

requires a packet payload of 138 bits. We chose a flit size of 138 bits to reduce

the occupancy of the network, thereby reducing the contention of the network

significantly, relative to design where 10% of packets are two flits. Single flit
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long packets also reduce router complexity and help achieve the desired clock

frequency of 366MHz.

3.3 On-Chip Network (OCN)

Similar to CMP and SOC designs, the OCN interconnects the two TRIPS

processor cores with the individual banks that form the second level cache

and various IP blocks and I/O units [27]. A primary requirement of the OCN

is low latency, implying a single cycle per hop router. Another requirement

is network addressing flexibility, to allow cache banks to be used in multiple

modes, including aggregating multiple banks to form level-2 cache or scratch-

pad memory. The mechanism for remapping system memory addresses to

different OCN destination network addresses is a memory-mapped network

address translation table. Any system address normally cached by the level-2

banks may be mapped to any memory tile (MT) by programming the address

translation tables in the network tiles (NTs).

3.3.1 OCN Implementation

Figure 3.1 shows the high-level block diagram of the TRIPS chip with two

processors on the right side and the second level cache with I/O units inter-

connected by the OCN on the left hand side. The OCN consists of 16 Memory

tiles (MTs), each containing an OCN router and a level-2 cache bank, and

24 Network tiles (NTs) containing an OCN router and system address trans-

lation tables. Connected to the OCN along the top and the bottom are the

I/O tiles, including two DMA controllers, two SDRAM controllers (SDs), the

external bus controller (EBC), and the chip-to-chip network controller (C2C).
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The C2C controller, discussed in section 3.4, extends the OCN network proto-

cols off-chip, allowing up to 64 TRIPS chips to be connected directly together

into a single, 128-processor, shared-memory system. This extensibility enables

scaling the OCN to more level-2 cache bank tiles and processors on-die with

little modification, as process technologies shrink.

Address Translation: Figure 3.3(b) contains a detailed block diagram

of the Network tile (NT). The NT forms a gateway to the OCN for clients,

such as the TRIPS processors and IO units, to inject packets. The NT con-

tains an OCN router similar to those found in the Memory tiles (MTs). The

main difference being the local interface in the NT is connected to an OCN

client instead of an L2 cache bank as in the MT. As with most modern pro-

cessors, virtual-to-system address translation is performed within processors

using standard TLBs, but TRIPS supports an additional level of translation

to enable reconfiguration of the memory system. An NT translates the system

physical address to a network address via the address translation table when

the OCN client transmits a packet header to an NT.

The address translation table is shown in the “Local” input unit in Fig-

ure 3.3(b). This table consists of 16 entries of 8 bits each and is indexed using

4 bits from the system physical address. Each table entry contains the X-Y

coordinates of the MT to which the address region is mapped. The table itself

is memory mapped and can be modified on-the-fly by the runtime system.

The address translation table provides the mechanism for remapping system

memory addresses to different OCN network nodes. Any system address nor-

mally cached by the L2 banks may be mapped to any MT or directly routed

to the SDRAM controller, allowing an OCN mode where a subset of MTs are

in scratch pad/direct addressed mode. The L2 requests that are displaced are
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redirected towards other tiles operating in L2 mode or directly to the SDRAM

controllers. Alternately, all the tiles may be mapped in scratch pad mode and

all L2 traffic can then be forwarded to the SDRAM controllers directly. These

mappings are effected by modifying the NTs’ address translation tables.

The NTs also control the interleaving of addresses across the MTs. In

shared cache mode, addresses are interleaved (on cache line boundaries) across

all the MTs evenly to provide the full set of 16 64KB cache banks for the use

of both on-chip processors. The NTs have a second mode, the private cache

mode, in which the full address space of a given TRIPS chip is split on 2GB

boundaries. The L2 cache banks are also split in half, the top eight banks

cache the first 2GB block, the bottom eight banks cache the second 2GB

block. This mapping allows the each processor to use a private subset of the

L2 independently without interfering with the other assuming the OS page

mapping is setup appropriately.

Microarchitecture: Figure 3.3(b) shows the microarchitecture of an

OCN router including the translation tables seen in the NT. To achieve low

end-to-end packet latency the OCN router has only one pipeline stage, the

input FIFOs themselves. The OCN router is otherwise typical of wormhole

router designs. The router implements four packet classes, as required for

protocol deadlock avoidance, designated “Primary Request” (Q1), “Secondary

Request” (Q2), “Secondary Reply” (P2), and “Primary Reply” (P1) in order

of increasing priority.

The router contains enough incoming packet storage for two flits of

data per direction, per virtual channel. Incoming packets are latched into the

appropriate input FIFO for that packet’s virtual channel in one of five input

directions, North, South, East, West or Local for the level-2 bank itself. A
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5x5 crossbar network connects each input to every other possible output; a

6x6 crossbar is unnecessary since a packet coming in from one direction (i.e.

north) cannot depart in that same direction. The loop-back datapath, labeled

“Config” in the diagram, provides a mechanism for updating the translation

tables in the NTs and is not present in the MT OCN routers. In cases of

contention the crossbar selects the higher priority channel. The router uses

a round-robin arbitration scheme to resolve contention among requests at the

same priority level. The direction of the last packet sent in each direction is

stored and used on the next arbitration cycle to ensure routing fairness and

livelock avoidance.

Design Characteristics: Table 3.1 outlines the OCN network’s design

characteristics. The 2D mesh topology is a good fit for the 2D on-die substrate:

all wires are point-to-point and short, and the router radix is low, minimizing

complexity. Both the shorter wires and low radix help improve cycle time.

To account for the asymmetric aspect ratio, we chose Y-X dimension order

routing instead of X-Y, spreading out the typically larger replies relative to

the smaller requests. The OCN’s channel width is 138 bits, with ten bits used

for flow control and the remaining 128 bits of payload. The packets range in

size from 16 bytes to 80 bytes long broken up into between one and five, 16

byte flits.

3.3.2 OCN Design Tradeoffs

Flow Control: While virtual channel flow control, commonly seen off-chip,

exhibits less contention than wormhole flow control, we use wormhole flow

control. Wormhole routers reduce area and timing constraints because the
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FIFOs in the OCN are already minimally-sized and cannot be subdivided into

virtual channels without the addition of more flit buffers. Virtual channels

would significantly increase the area of the router. Virtual channel routing

also adds more arbitration to the critical path of the router, affecting the cycle

time or pipeline depth. Speculation could mitigate some of the effect on the

critical path at the cost of higher design complexity.

Channel Width: The OCN is primarily designed for cache line fills

and spills, which in the TRIPS chip, are 64 bytes in length. We chose to

make the payload of the OCN interface 16 bytes wide to balance between

the router buffer area, efficiency of utilization in the network’s input FIFOs

and the transmission latency of full cache lines. Cache fill requests and spill

acknowledgment replies require approximately 12 bytes and make up one half

of all packets, therefore, we chose a channel width that was the closest even

divisor of a cache line size that would allow the small packets to fit in one flit.

3.4 Chip-to-Chip Network (C2C)

The chip-to-chip (C2C) network gives the TRIPS processor system the ability

to link several TRIPS processor chips into a larger, shared memory multipro-

cessor system. The C2C gluelessly extends the OCN protocol off-chip via a 32

bit wide, off-chip interconnection network of TRIPS chips. C2C packets are

simply OCN packets broken up into 32 bit chunks. The first 32 bits of the

OCN packet contains the C2C destination information and serves as the C2C

packet header. The design of the memory system ensures that only two of the

OCN virtual channels will be required on the C2C so only those two channels

are provisioned. Table 3.1 lists other characteristics of the C2C network.
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of C2C network consisting of four TRIPS chips and
one FPGA.

Figure 3.5 shows the block diagram of a single TRIPS motherboard,

composed of four trips chips and an FPGA all interconnected via the C2C

network. C2C and OCN together form a 2-level hierarchical 2D mesh with each

node of the C2C’s mesh being a different TRIPS chip’s OCN mesh network.

The C2C accommodates up to 64 total TRIPS nodes.

3.4.1 Synchronization and Standard Cell Design:

The C2C is clocked at 1/2 the TRIPS processor clock frequency to ensure

signal transmission quality off-chip. The design assumes that the interface

signals would be at best mesochronous (of the same frequency but unrelated

phase) and may be plesiochronous (similar, but different frequency and un-

related phase) due to the long distances the signals of the C2C interconnect

must travel, between chips and off board to other boards. As a result, some

form of synchronization must be used to avoid violating the timing on the

receiving latches and possibly falling into a metastable state. The design em-
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ploys a “brute force” source synchronous, FIFO-based synchronizing scheme.

This scheme uses dual-clock FIFOs at the receiving end for each direction’s

C2C interface. The receiver’s FIFO push signals are clocked with a source

synchronous clock transmitted with the C2C data. The dual-clock FIFO’s

synchronization overhead is two cycles between incoming latch time and out-

going data availability. Deepening the C2C FIFOs to 11 entries covers the

synchronization overhead of the dual input FIFOs as well as the round trip

wire delay.

While more advanced circuit techniques circuit techniques would allow

the synchronization of C2C signals with fewer cycles of overhead, none of these

techniques are amenable to the ASIC standard cell design used on the TRIPS

processor project. Synchronization cycles and the associated extra FIFO area

were traded off against design time efficiency and manufacturability that ASIC

standard cell design provides.

3.5 TRIPS NOC Comparison

The networks of the TRIPS chip have different functions in the larger TRIPS

system. While we could use a single generalized network to interconnect all

the tiles, customizing the networks to fit their function provides higher system

performance at a lower cost in terms of area.

3.5.1 Area

The TRIPS processor is manufactured using a 130nm IBM ASIC technology.

In both the OPN and OCN routers, the router input FIFOs dominate the
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Figure 3.6: Die photo with OCN and OPN router’s superimposed. The size
of the OCN and OPN routers is approximately to scale relative to the die size
in diagram.
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routers with 75% of the router area. Table 3.1 describes the area consumed by

each router and the percentage of the chip area that each network consumes.

Figure 3.6, shows a scaled representation of the OCN and OPN routers,

superimposed upon a die photograph of the TRIPS prototype chip. While the

size of the routers in the figure is approximately to scale relative the size of

the die photograph, their location is approximate; each tile within the TRIPS

prototype was synthesized as a whole entity including its OCN or OPN router

and as such portions of the router are spread throughout the tile.

The OCN routers are more than twice the size of the OPN routers pri-

marily because of the extra buffering required for virtual channels. The overall

area consumption of the networks was higher than initially projected primar-

ily because of the wide input FIFOs, required by the wide channel widths.

In both cases die area was sacrificed to gain system performance. By com-

parison, bus based interconnect with a similar number of connections, many

sending and receiving at the same time, would be infeasible. Full synthesis

of all router components, including the input FIFOs, also had an impact on

the area overhead of the TRIPS NOCs, in a high-frequency, partially custom

processor design, hard macro’s could be used for the register files that make

up the input FIFOs, leading to a significant area savings.

3.5.2 Timing

Neither the OCN nor the OPN contained the chip’s clock-limiting critical path,

although the OPN’s critical path consumes 85% of the clock period. Further

pipelining would not affect the 2.73ns (366MHz) clock period of the TRIPS

chip. We found that wire delay was small in the 130nm process technology
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Component Latency % Clock Cycle

OCN Critical Path

Source MT virtual channel arbitration 600ps 22%

Source MT crossbar arbitration 550ps 20%

Source MT output mux 90ps 3%

Destination MT input FIFO 590ps 22%

Latch setup + clock skew 370ps 14%

Total 2.20ns 81%

OPN Critical Path

Control phit generation 910ps 33%

Source ET crossbar arbitration 420ps 15%

Source ET output mux 90ps 3%

Destination ET input FIFO 710ps 26%

Latch setup + clock skew 200ps 7%

Total 2.33ns 85%

Table 3.3: Critical path for OCN and OPN Routers.

of the prototype fabrication, given the relatively short transmission distances.

Balancing router delay and wire delay, however, will be more challenging in

future process technologies, and will increase the need for faster routers.

Table 3.3 shows the delay for the different elements of the OCN and

OPN critical paths. Despite larger and more complex routers, the OCN path

is less critical than the OPN primarily because the OPN lacks input FIFOs on

the local port. In the OCN it would be impossible to inject packets without

an input FIFO because of the higher complexity associated with the packet

class virtual channels. The delay associated with creating the control phit in

the OPN path exceeded our expectations. If necessary, this path could be

improved by generating the control phit at instruction fetch time and storing

it until use.
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3.6 TRIPS NOC Evaluation

We evaluated the OPN and OCN networks to examine the sensitivity of pro-

gram performance to network contention and determine the efficiency and

efficacy of these networks’ designs.

3.6.1 Methodology

The TRIPS networks were evaluated on both traditional synthetic and bench-

mark driven workloads. For general injection bandwidth and latency experi-

ments on benchmark driven workloads, we used a low-level cycle-accurate full

system simulator that models all aspects of a TRIPS chip, including OPN and

OCN network contention. In full system simulation, network congestion will

throttle program execution which in turn throttles packet injection leading

to lower packet latencies than would be seen under ideal program execution.

These experiments use full system simulation because it provides an accurate

estimate of the latencies that would be seen in the actual TRIPS prototype

system. The synthetic traffic and network design sensitivity experiments use

the injection rate of ideal program execution on a stand-alone network simula-

tor, configurable with either the OPN or OCN design parameters, to provide

greater insight into the network in isolation from the system as a whole.

Our benchmark driven experiments included 16 of the SPEC CPU2000

benchmarks, run with the Minne-SPEC reduced input set [35]. The Minne-

SPEC versions of SPEC CPU2000 were still too long running for full system

simulation, so checkpoints were used to approximate the full application be-

havior [53].
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(a) OPN Synthetic Traffic. (b) OCN Synthetic Traffic.

Figure 3.7: Offered bandwidth versus packet latency for random and bit-
complement traffic on the OPN and OCN networks.

3.6.2 Synthetic Traffic Comparison

Interconnection networks are typically evaluated through examination of their

performance on stochastically generated loads. Two common loads are bit-

complement and uniform random traffic. In the bit-complement traffic model,

each node exchanges packets with a node on the opposite side of the network.

The random traffic model randomly chooses source and destination pairs from

among participating nodes. Both traffic models inject packets at a uniform

random distributed rate. Figure 3.7 shows the OPN and OCN offered versus

average packet latency for both of these types of traffic. The offered bandwidth

is shown as a percentage of peak injection bandwidth, while packet latency is

the average time in cycles for packets to traverse the network.

The average latency for bit-complement traffic gradually increases from

a zero-load latency of approximately 5 cycles in the OPN and 9 cycles in

the OCN. The latency then increases exponentially as the network becomes

saturated at an offered rate of approximately 33% in the OPN and 18% in

the OCN. Similarly for random traffic the zero-load latency is approximately
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Figure 3.8: OPN and OCN offered rate and latency for SPEC CPU2000 bench-
marks.

4 cycles in the OPN and 7 cycles in the OCN. Saturation occurs at an offered

bandwidth of 44% in the OPN and 31% in the OCN respectively.

The zero-load latency is somewhat lower in the OPN because the av-

erage distance traveled by packets in the OPN’s 5x5 network is shorter than

the 4x10 OCN. The saturation offered bandwidth is significantly higher in the

OPN in part because the OCN’s skewed aspect ratio overloads the 4 links in

the east-west bisection of the network relative the symmetric 5x5 OPN. The

OPN’s single flit packets cause less the head-of-line blocking than the longer

OCN packets, effecting saturation bandwidth as well.

3.6.3 Benchmark Traffic Comparison

Figure 3.8 shows the offered bandwidth as percentage of peak injection band-

width on the left graph and the average packet latency on the right graph

in cycles for the OPN and OCN traffic of selected SPEC CPU2000 bench-

mark traces on the TRIPS full system simulator. As previously noted, the

results shown represent the latencies and bandwidths of the network under

the throttling effect of full system simulation.
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On average the offered rate for OPN traffic is 29% higher than that

of the OCN. The latency of OPN packets average 10.2 cycles compared to

11.5 cycles in the OCN. The average hop count for traffic in the OPN is

approximately 2 hops versus approximately 5 hops in the OCN, so a greater

portion of the latency in the OPN is due to contention, while in the OCN

packet distance and completion time associated with longer packets has a

greater effect. The offered rates in both the OPN and OCN are fairly low

relative to the latencies shown.

Uniform traffic with these offered rates, as shown in Section 3.6.2, is be-

low the saturation point for mesh networks like the OPN and OCN. OPN and

OCN traffic offered by real applications, such as SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks,

is nonuniform in space (for the OPN) and injection time (for the OCN). For

OPN traffic, the compiler mediates between placing dependent instructions

further apart (which load-balances the network and reduces contention) ver-

sus placing instructions closer together (which decreases the distance that

operands on the critical path must travel but increases the non-uniformity of

requests in space). Head-of-line blocking, in which contended packets at the

front of a queue block the forward progress of packets behind them, also causes

contention in the OCN, and to a lesser degree in the OPN. Virtual-channel

flow control could mitigate this, but at the cost of increasing buffer area and

cycle time or pipeline depth. In OCN traffic, program phase behavior in the

benchmarks leads to bursts of L1 cache spills and fills to the L2 cache. These

bursts cause spikes in injection rate that are short enough not to significantly

change the average injection rate across the whole benchmark but can have

a dominating effect on packet latencies due to the non-linear relationship be-

tween packet latency and injection rate when the network is in saturation.
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Figure 3.9: Effect of OPN and OCN contention on the IPC of the TRIPS chip
for SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks.

3.6.4 System Performance Sensitivity to Network Con-

tention

Figure 3.9 shows the TRIPS chip’s overall performance, measured in average

instructions per cycle. For each of the subset of the SPEC CPU2000 bench-

marks, the figure shows four IPC numbers, the baseline system as implemented

in the TRIPS prototype chip, the same system with no contention modeling

in the OCN, with no contention modeling in the OPN, and finally with no

contention modeling in either network.

The benchmarks may be broken into two broad categories: those that

are highly sensitive to OCN contention (the SPEC FP benchmarks 173.ap-

plu, 301.apsi, 179.art, and 171.swim) and those that are not. Benchmarks

sensitive to OCN contention contain much more level-2 cache traffic relative to

the others. Nearly all benchmarks see a moderate performance increase from

the removal of OPN contention, with a geometric mean 12% higher than base-
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line. The results for 168.wupwise show a 2% performance drop between OCN

contention without OPN contention and fully non-contented. This anomaly

is caused by a re-ordering of level-1 data cache fills leading to slightly more

level-1 data cache conflict misses in the non-contended case. The comparison

of baseline versus no contention yields an average 28% degradation in system

performance due to contention. Further network optimization could recover

more of the performance lost due to contention.

3.6.5 Network Sensitivity to Bandwidth

A simple way to improve the performance of a network is to increase its band-

width. In a network-on-chip, the available wire density is very high facilitating

this optimization. In this section I explore the effect increasing network band-

width has on the average packet latency of packets within the network. In

order to cleanly gage the effect of bandwidth increases on latency, in the fol-

lowing experiments I have disabled the packet injection throttling that occurs

in full system simulation. The resultant the baseline latencies are significantly

higher than seen in Figure 3.8. The percentage decreases in latency across

the experiments give an indication of the system performance impact of the

optimization under test.

OPN Bandwidth: Typically one would increase a network’s band-

width by simply increasing the bit-width of the network’s interfaces, decreas-

ing the number of flits per message, network occupancy, and message injection

and extraction latency. Because the OPN already has single-flit packets, in-

creasing the link-width will not affect network occupancy or processor perfor-

mance. Another way to improve the performance of a network is to decrease
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Figure 3.10: Average packet latency in the OPN for SPEC CPU2000 bench-
marks with 1, 2, 3 and 4 OPN networks.
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the network diameter by using higher-radix routers and a more highly intercon-

nected topology. This approach is not a good fit for the OPN for two reasons.

First, increasing the radix of the routers increases the logical complexity of

the routers, possibly to the point of becoming the TRIPS core’s critical timing

path. Second, the average hop distance for packets on the OPN is just over 2,

so increasing the network’s order would not decrease the end-to-end latency of

a large fraction of the injected messages. Slowing down the clock or pipelining

the routers in order to achieve timing would mitigate any gains.

As an alternative, we investigated replicating the network links and

routers as a means to increase the effective bandwidth of the network and

reduce contention. We simulate a simple scheme in which nodes inject packets

into each network in a round-robin fashion. If a network is blocked due to

congestion, the injecting node skips it until the congestion is alleviated. Fig-

ure 3.10 shows the average packet latency from the OPN trace simulator for

the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks with 1 (the current OPN configuration), 2, 3

and 4 networks interconnecting the nodes of the OPN. The expected latency

without contention is shown as “Ideal”. The biggest improvement in latency

occurs between 1 and 2 networks, almost halving the average latency. Repli-

cating the network to improve bandwidth and reduce latency is promising as

increasing the wire count in on-chip networks is not prohibitively expensive.

However, network router area (particularly router buffers) is not insignificant

and these costs must be balanced with network performance benefits.

OCN Channel width: In contrast with the OPN, the OCN network

can take advantage of widening its bit-width because 1/2 of all packets on the

OCN are five flits long. Figure 3.11 shows the effect of doubling and quadru-

pling the OCN bandwidth by increasing the network’s channel bit width. The
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Figure 3.11: Latency of packets for various SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks with
different OCN bit widths.

effect of increasing the network bandwidth is minimal. Doubling the band-

width only yields 7.1% average improvement and quadrupling it yields a 9.1%

average improvement. The small effect’s likely cause is that as the bandwidth

increases the proportion of overhead to payload goes down. Even at 4X the

bandwidth there must be at least three total flits for the largest request reply

pairs (one flit for request and two for reply in a read for example), as opposed

to the 6 flits for a request and reply at the normal bandwidth. Smaller pack-

ets see even less improvement. The results of this parameter study indicate

that the channel widths in the OCN are appropriate for SPEC CPU2000-like

workloads.

3.7 TRIPS Networks Summary

The networks of the TRIPS processor are individually designed to complement

the different usages and constraints placed on them. Integrating the OPN into
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the execution unit’s pipeline effectively removes one cycle of latency having a

direct impact on system performance. Processor architectural features, such

as dynamic cache bank to scratch pad transitions, drove the novel address-

remapping ability of the OCN. In both cases the unique design requirements

of each network drove design of two unique networks.

The realistic, benchmark driven, TRIPS NOC workloads have char-

acteristics very different from traditional synthetic workloads. The offered

bandwidths across all the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks for both the OPN and

OCN are below 6%; several benchmarks show offered rates less than 1%. De-

spite low offered rates, the average OPN packet latency is roughly twice the

zero-load latency under either of the synthetic workloads. In part these dis-

crepancies are caused by the OPN’s non-uniform distribution of packet sources

and destinations and the OCN’s packet injection bursts due to program phases.

These differences yield divergent performance results from those predicted by

the traditional synthetic traffic loads, highlighting the differences between re-

alistic and synthetic workloads. Characterizing the workloads of each network

would provide insight into the network performance bottlenecks and the means

by which to improve performance in each network.

Despite relatively high packet latencies in the OPN and OCN, given the

injection bandwidth of the simulated traces, the TRIPS processor achieves a

system performance within 28% of a TRIPS processor with an ideal non-

contended network. The TRIPS processor performance stability under these

conditions is largely the result the latency hiding possible with its very large

instruction window. Future designs with higher bandwidth requirements, how-

ever, will require novel approaches to mitigate the performance impact of con-

tention.
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The OPN presents a challenge to traditional interconnection network

design because of its both high load imbalance and short packet hop dis-

tances. These characteristics imply that neither adaptive routing nor further

bit-width increases will improve latency significantly. Non-uniform topologies

and multi-layer networks could take advantage of available wire bandwidth to

improve OPN traffic. Approximately 7/8ths of the OPN traffic at any given

time is speculative, so prioritizing non-speculative over speculative packets

with quality-of-service (QOS) techniques should also provide significant per-

formance gains. Adding QOS must not, however, come at the cost of increased

cycle time or pipeline depth.

With its 4x10 aspect ratio the OCN has structural imbalances that ex-

acerbate its load imbalances. The OCN traffic has particularly bursty packet

injections and hop distances are longer than in the OPN. This type of traf-

fic should be amenable to improvements through adaptive routing techniques.

Traditional adaptive routing techniques are not well suited to on-chip net-

works because require deeper pipelines and greater numbers of virtual chan-

nels. These observations motivate the following further research in techniques

to improve adaptive routing in on-chip networks.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

The experiments on the TRIPS processor networks-on-chip (NOCs), presented

in Chapter 3, were performed on a full processor simulator. While this simu-

lator is cycle precise and relatively fast, the simulator is not flexible enough to

enable a wide range of experiments in network-on-chip architectures. Similarly,

while NOC traces from the simulation of TRIPS benchmark suites provide in-

teresting case studies, they are not fully representative of the whole range of

workloads seen in NOCs. As a result, I collaborated with another student to

design and build a flexible, stand-alone, network simulator and collected NOC

traces from several different environments to build a more representative sam-

ple.

This chapter briefly describes the simulation infrastructure used in the

remainder of this dissertation. In particular it describes a new, highly flexi-

ble, modular simulator for interconnection networks that we developed. The

chapter then discusses the workloads used in the remainder of the dissertation,

adding four synthetic workloads, and traces from two multiprocessor bench-

mark suites to the TRIPS benchmark suite driven NOC traces.
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4.1 Simulation Infrastructure

The TRIPS simulation infrastructure, described in Section 3.6.1, consists of

a full processor simulator and a stand-alone network simulator. The TRIPS

full processor simulator enabled the capture of realistic full processor perfor-

mance, packet latencies, injection rates, and the throttling that occurs when

packet delay slows execution, slowing packet injection. The network simula-

tor included in the TRIPS full processor simulation infrastructure, however,

was not flexible enough to allow a wide range of experimentation in network-

on-chip architectures, so a new, more flexible network simulator was called

for.

We developed a highly extensible and flexible interconnection network

simulator called tsim ocin. Tsim ocin models all the major components of a

modern, network-on-chip router. It is modular, and cycle driven with flexibility

along the following axes:

Topology: Arbitrary interconnection topologies.

Routing Algorithm: DOR and baseline adaptive routing algorithms. Other

routing algorithms have been added as needed.

Network Properties: The following network properties arbitrarily defined:

• Virtual channel count

• Input FIFO buffer count

• Wire delay/channel latency

Router Microarchitecture: Arbitrary number of pipeline stages of delay,
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and speculative or non-speculative virtual channel and crossbar alloca-

tion.

Workload Generation: A wide range of synthetic workloads of user speci-

fied length and packet characteristics, also trace driven packet generation

of arbitrary length.

Instrumentation: Monitors embedded in each of the router’s major compo-

nents configurable for use under a variety of conditions.

Tsim ocin’s flexibility enabled a wide range of experiments in intercon-

nection network architectures and microarchitectures. Tsim ocin was used for

the experiments in the remainder of this dissertation.

4.2 Network-on-chip Workloads

Networks-on-chip (NOCs) can be found many environments, from NOCs to re-

place busses within a uni-processor to NOC interconnected processors within a

chip-multiprocessor (CMP). As the function of each of these networks is differ-

entiated, the workloads that traverse those networks are differentiated as well.

The NOC traces from the simulation of TRIPS benchmark suites provide in-

teresting case studies in the NOCs replacing buses in traditional uni-processor

designs but they are not representative of the full range of workloads seen in

modern and future NOCs. To gain coverage of multiprocessor workloads I

add traces taken from CMP simulators running the SPLASH-2 and PARSEC

benchmark suites. I also include a set of four traditional interconnection net-

work synthetic benchmarks that provide insight into important network corner
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cases. This section outlines the workloads I will examine in the remainder of

this dissertation.

4.2.1 Synthetic Workloads

In much of the prior work, interconnection networks have been evaluated un-

der a handful of synthetic or stochastic workloads. These workloads contain

statistically generated traffic and hence do not require the simulation of a full

processor for trace generation. While many traditional synthetic workloads do

not match the characteristics of realistic, benchmark driven workloads, they

can provide insight into important corner cases in interconnection networks,

such as best and worst case performance for particular topologies and routing

algorithms.

I selected three traditional workloads and one new synthetic work-

load for the evaluation of the networks in the remainder of my dissertation.

These particular synthetic workloads were chosen because: (1) they represent,

friendly, adversarial and nominal traffic patterns for the routing algorithms

used in NOCs, and (2) they are well represented in the related and prior work.

Transpose: In transpose traffic, the destination coordinates are the transpose

of the source coordinates. Under this load the network’s diagonal bisec-

tion is a bottleneck as all packets must cross it. X-Y dimension order

routing (DOR) loads the links counter-clockwise about the center of the

mesh while the clockwise links are unused. Therefore, transpose traffic

pattern represents a friendly traffic pattern for adaptive routing versus

dimension-order routing, because the load is highly un-balanced under

the oblivious DOR.
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Bit-complement: In bit-complement traffic, the destination coordinates are

the bit-wise inversion of the source coordinates. With this traffic pattern

the network bisections are a bottleneck. In bit-complement traffic, DOR

statically spreads the load across all of the bisection links, perfectly bal-

ancing the network. Typical adaptive routing algorithms have difficulty

matching the performance of DOR on this traffic pattern because they

make greedy path choices based on locally-available congestion informa-

tion.

Uniform Random: In uniform random traffic, packets are injected with

source and destination generated by a uniform random process. The load

should be well balanced in uniform random traffic because the source and

destination coordinates are uniformly distributed. While we expect that

this balance should favor DOR over adaptive algorithms, the random

process that generates the coordinates may cause transient hotspots in

network utilization for adaptive routing to capitalize on.

Self-sim: Self-sim traffic is a synthetic workload we developed. In this traf-

fic pattern the injection process, source node selection, and destination

node selection are all based upon a self-similar random process. In par-

ticular, we use a randomly generated fractional Gaussian noise distri-

bution with a Hurst constant value of 0.8 as our random process [18].

Self-similar random processes create bursts and troughs, periods of dis-

proportionately higher and lower values than a uniform random process.

Under DOR routing, this traffic pattern forms source-destination hot-

spots that migrate around the network. This traffic model is discussed

in more detail in Section 5.1.3.
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Benchmark OPN Packets OCN Packets Description

SPEC CPU2000 Integer Benchmarks

164.gzip 552M 35M Data compression utility
181.mcf 472M 16M Minimum cost network flow solver
186.crafty 237M 30M Chess program
197.parser 364M 12M Natural language processing
255.vortex 121M 31M Object Oriented Database
256.bzip2 586M 42M Data compression utility
300.twolf 204M 27M Place and route simulator

SPEC CPU2000 Floating Point Benchmarks

168.wupwise 808M 178M Quantum chromodynamics
171.swim 96M 1M Shallow water modeling
172.mgrid 41M 952K Multi-grid solver in 3D potential field
173.applu 54M 1M Parabolic/elliptic partial differential equa-

tions
177.mesa 820M 179M 3D Graphics library
179.art 795M 180M Neural network simulation; adaptive reso-

nance theory
200.sixtrack 673M 179M Particle accelerator model
301.apsi 242M 7M Solves problems regarding temperature,

wind, velocity and distribution of pollu-
tants

Table 4.1: SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks supported by the TRIPS simulation
infrastructure.

4.2.2 Realistic Uni-Processor and Multiprocessor Traces

Traces from real applications on uni- and multi-processors provide insights

into the actual workloads networks-on-chip will encounter. Traces from a

total of four different benchmark suites across both the uni-processor and

multiprocessor domain are examined:

SPEC CPU2000 on the TRIPS OPN: The TRIPS OPN network replaces

bypass networks found in traditional processor designs [28]. All OPN

traffic was captured from the simulation of the TRIPS full processor

simulation infrastructure described in Section 3.6 on a subset of the

SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. The SPEC CPU2000 benchmark suite is

a standardized, CPU-intensive benchmark suite designed to provide a

measure of compute intensive performance [30]. The SPEC CPU2000
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Benchmark Packets Description

SPLASH-2 Benchmarks

barnes 27M Barnes-Hut hierarchical N-body simulation
fft 945K A complex 1-D version of the radix-

√

n step FFT al-
gorithm

lu 4M Factors a dense matrix into the product of a lower
triangular and an upper triangular matrix

ocean 77M Large scale ocean movements
radix 32M Integer radix sort kernel
raytrace 8M 3D scene rendering using raytracing
water-nsquared 2M Forces and potentials in a system of water molecules
water-spatial 3M Same as water-nsquared with an improved algorithm

PARSEC Benchmarks

blackscholes 11M Option pricing with Black-Scholes Partial Differential
Equation (PDE)

fluidanimate 28M Fluid dynamics for animation purposes with
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method

freqmine 148M Frequent itemset mining
x264 205M H.264 video encoding

Table 4.2: Multiprocessor benchmarks supported by the CMP simulation in-
frastructure.

benchmarks used, listed in Table 4.1, include all benchmarks the current

TRIPS simulation infrastructure supports.

In each case the MinneSPEC [35] reduced input data set was used in con-

junction with SimPoint checkpoints [53] to approximate the application

behavior within a reasonable amount of simulation time.

SPEC CPU2000 on the TRIPS OCN: The TRIPS OCN interconnects

the two TRIPS processor cores with the individual banks that form the

second level cache and various IP blocks and I/O units [27]. All OCN

traffic was captured from the simulation of the TRIPS full processor

simulation infrastructure described in Section 3.6 on the same subset of

SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks as list in the OPN discussion above.

SPLASH-2: The Bochs full-system functional simulator was used to obtain

traces for a forty-nine node, shared memory multiprocessor system ar-
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ranged as a 7x7 2-D mesh topology simulating a subset of the SPLASH-2

benchmarks. The SPLASH-2 benchmarks represent a traditional HPC-

centric, shared-memory multiprocessor scientific workload [66]. Table 4.2

lists the SPLASH-2 benchmarks simulated. These traces were provided

courtesy of Dr. Li-Shiuan Peh and Amit Kumar [36].

PARSEC: We used the M5 full-system functional simulator was used to ob-

tain traces for a sixty-four node, shared memory multiprocessor system

arranged as a 8x8 2-D mesh topology simulating a subset of the PARSEC

benchmarks. The PARSEC benchmarks represent an emerging, shared-

memory multiprocessor workload focused on chip-multiprocessing envi-

ronments [7]. Table 4.2 lists the PARSEC benchmarks used, only those

benchmarks currently working in our simulation infrastructure were in-

cluded. We used the “simmedium” input data set for all benchmarks

with the exception of x264 where we used the “simlarge” input data set.

4.3 Simulation Characteristics

Table 4.3 summarizes the trace capture and network simulation environment

for each of the workloads examined for the remainder of this dissertation. In

this table the elements under “Trace Capture Environment” detail the charac-

teristics of the full processor simulator that was used to capture the traces in

question. The elements under “Network Simulation Environment” detail the

simulation characteristics of the NOC network that used those traces.

The TRIPS NOCs traces were simulated in a NOC environment that

closely matched the TRIPS NOCs. These characteristics were chosen primarily
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Characteristic Synthetic OPN Traces OCN Traces Multiprocessor Traces

bit-complement, SPEC SPEC SPLASH-2 PARSEC
Workload transpose, CPU2000 CPU2000

uniform random
and self-similar

Trace Capture Environment

Simulator N/A TRIPS Sim TRIPS Sim Bochs M5
Topology 8x8 2D 5x5 2D 4x10 2D 7x7 2D 8x8 2D

Mesh Mesh Mesh Mesh Mesh
Routing X-Y DOR Y-X DOR Y-X DOR X-Y DOR X-Y DOR
Packet Size 1-6 1 1-5 2-5 1-9
(flits)

Network Simulation Environment

Topology 8x8 2D 5x5 2D 4x10 2D 7x7 2D 8x8 2D
Mesh Mesh Mesh Mesh Mesh

Router Two-stage One-stage One-stage Two-stage Two-stage
uArch speculative speculative speculative
Hop latency 3 1 1 3 3
(cycles)
VCs/Port 8 4 1 8 8
FIFO depth 5 4 2 5 5
Warmup 10,000 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Cycles cycles
Analyzed 100,000 full trace full trace full trace full trace
Packets packets

Table 4.3: Trace capture and simulation environment characteristics.
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for simulation consistency, as in a more forward looking NOC design with more

nodes and pipeline stages, the traces themselves would have to be regenerated

to match the NOC. The multiprocessor and synthetic traces were simulated

on a forward looking NOC architecture, containing more nodes, VC’s, FIFO

buffer and pipeline stages, relative to the TRIPS NOCs, that may be common

in 5 to 10 years.

4.4 Methodology Summary

This chapter outlines the network-on-chip simulation environment used for

the remainder of this dissertation. As described, we developed an extremely

flexible and extensible interconnection network simulator, tsim ocin, capable

of simulating many potential design points. Tsim ocin is capable of simulating

both internally generated synthetic workloads as well as externally provided

network traces.

This chapter also describes the range of NOC workloads chosen for sim-

ulation. Realistic traces from traditional and emerging multiprocessor work-

loads to standard uni-processor benchmark driven workloads were chosen to

represent the range of workloads that might be seen in a modern NOC imple-

mentation. These workloads were augmented with a limited set of traditional

synthetic workloads that highlight corner-cases in typical interconnection net-

works.
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Chapter 5

Workload Characterization

Networks-on-chip (NOCs) are used in several contexts. In Chapter 3, I dis-

cussed two different NOCs with very different uses; the TRIPS OPN NOC

serves as a replacement for the bypass bus found traditional superscalar pro-

cessors and carries operands between producing and consuming instructions.

The TRIPS OCN NOC interconnects the TRIPS processor with its second-

level cache and primarily carries cache blocks between the first- and second-

level caches. Multiprocessor NOCs are another important class of on-chip

interconnection network discussed in Chapter 2. CMP NOCs primarily carry

cache coherency traffic, as well as first- and second-level cache block trans-

fers. As each of these different NOCs must be designed to accommodate the

traffic that traverses them, understanding the characteristics of the typical

workloads each network will have is of tantamount importance in producing a

well balanced network design.

This chapter examines the benchmark suite driven workloads from TRIPS

and multiprocessor NOCs with respect to some key characteristics. In partic-

ular I examine these workloads with respect to variance in injection rate and
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link utilization across the axes of time, and location. A high degree of injection

rate variance over time implies a load-imbalance in time, or bursts of packets

for short periods of time followed by troughs with relatively few packets. Sim-

ilarly a high degree of injection rate variance in space implies a load imbalance

in space, where certain nodes are hot-spots injecting or ejecting more packets

than other nodes within the network. These load-imbalances are important

because the hot-spots or bursts they cause can place the network into satu-

ration, causing exponential increases in latency. Latencies great enough that

even small periods of saturation can dominate the performance of the network

as a whole. These workload variance characteristics often show a more direct

relationship with network performance than average injection rate does.

The prior research in interconnection networks has primarily relied upon

traditional synthetic workloads, such as bit-complement, uniform random, and

transpose traffic patterns, described in Chapter 4. This chapter examines

the similarities and differences between traditional synthetic workloads and

realistic benchmark workloads. While traditional synthetic traffic patterns

can provide important information about network performance under certain

corner case loads, I find that they are not representative of typical network

workloads.

5.1 Workload Characteristics

This section examines the benchmark suite driven workloads from TRIPS

and multiprocessor NOCs with respect to their variance characteristics along

several axes. These benchmark characteristics are key in determining the

network’s behavior over the course of those benchmarks. Aggregated across
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benchmark suites these characteristics can provide useful indications of types

of workloads those networks can expect to encounter and could be used to

inform the design of the network under examination.

The workload characteristics examined are divided into two broad cat-

egories, those which are network independent and those which are network

dependent.

5.1.1 Network Independent Workload Characteristics

Network independent workload characteristics can be determined solely through

an examination of a trace of network activity listing source, destination, packet

size and injection time. As a result of their network implementation indepen-

dence they can be useful early in the design of a network to help decide the

optimal routing algorithm and topology.

Injection Process: In most forms of synthetic workloads, including

the bit-complement, uniform random and transpose workloads described in

Chapter 4, injection time of individual packets is determined by a uniform

or Poisson random process. Prior work, however, shows that injection pro-

cesses in many realistic workloads behave as a “self-similar” process [49, 41].

The term “self-similar” refers to the random process’s high degree of auto-

correlation between distantly separated data points [9]. As a result, self-similar

injection processes are characterized by a high variance in their injection rates

over time. The high variance in injection rate creates bursts and troughs of

injections over a wide range of timescales. The bursts of self-similar traffic can

be significantly above the average injection rate for the entire trace.

Network-on-chip workload self-similarity is the result of program phases.
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Rather than largely homogeneous execution, as modeled by synthetic bench-

marks, programs typically have phases or periods in which characteristics such

as memory references, and instructions per cycle are radically different from

other phases. The non-linearity of network performance during saturation,

combined with self-similar traffic’s bursts can produce packet latencies that

dominate simulation performance. The wide range of offered rates caused

by traffic bursts will include very high offered rates that can disproportion-

ately affect the average packet latency by placing the network in saturation

for the duration of that burst. Understanding the degree of burstiness or

self-similarity within a given workload can inform need to over-provision the

network at design time.

The Hurst coefficient provides an estimate of the degree of irregularity

and burstiness of the a time series [9]. The Hurst coefficient for any particular

data set should range between 0 and 1, with values greater than 0.5 indicating

self-similarity in the sample. Clegg claims, however, that the Hurst estimate

can be adversely affected by the presence of corrupting noise such as the addi-

tion of a short range dependent or sinusoidal signal, although this would not

reduce the overall self-similarity of the signal [9]. Regardless of the adverse

affects of noise, the magnitude of the Hurst coefficient of a sample indicates

the degree of self-similarity or burstiness.

We use the Hurst coefficient as a estimate of the degree of burstiness in

injection rate over time. This value provides a measure of the injection rate’s

deviation from its mean over the course of the benchmark, as benchmarks

which express a higher degree of variance from the mean can be expected to

have short periods of time, bursts, where the injection rate is much greater

than the mean. The Hurst coefficient provides a quantitative value for the
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degree to which the mean injection rate is non-representative of the injection

rate at every point during the trace, orthogonal to other measures of the

workload and network such as traffic pattern and topology. It is, however,

possible to construct workloads that have low Hurst coefficients, representing

low degrees of self-similarity, that nevertheless also contain periods of time

where the injection rate varies greatly from the mean, for example traffic that

is periodic in nature. The determination of other, better metrics of the variance

injection rate bursts remains an open research area.

Figure 5.1 shows an estimate of the Hurst coefficient for the injection

rate of SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks in the OCN and OPN, SPLASH-2 bench-

marks and PARSEC benchmarks as well as the three synthetic benchmarks. In

these graphs, the Hurst coefficient was estimated using the wavelet transform

method outlined by Clegg [9].

The Hurst coefficient of the SPEC CPU2000 OPN traces, shown in Fig-

ure 5.1(a), display a wide range in estimates, containing both the two lowest

Hurst coefficients, wupwise and swim at 0.53 and 0.49 indicating little or no

self-similarity in these benchmarks, and the highest, mesa with an estimate of

1.12. Mesa’s Hurst coefficient estimate of 1.12 is greater than 1. A visual in-

spection of the injection rate over the course of the trace indicated the presence

of very short, periodic injection spikes, 5.67 times the average injection rate

for the whole trace, repeating roughly every six million cycles. This periodic

signal may have added uncertainty to the Hurst coefficient estimate, causing it

to overshoot 1. By contrast, a visual inspection of swim’s injection rate shows

that, after a short start-up phase, the injection rate varied about the mean

without any large temporary deviations corroborating the results of the Hurst

estimator.
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(a) OPN SPEC CPU2000 Hurst coeffi-
cient.

(b) OCN SPEC CPU2000 Hurst coeffi-
cient.

(c) Multiprocessor SPLASH-2, PARSEC
and synthetic trace Hurst coefficient.

Figure 5.1: Hurst coefficient for TRIPS and multiprocessor traces.

Although all the Hurst coefficient estimates for the OCN traces in Fig-

ure 5.1(b) and the multiprocessor traces in Figure 5.1(c) indicate the presence

of self-similarity, they also display a wide range of Hurst coefficients, between

0.58, for the SPLASH-2 trace radix, to 0.93 for the OCN trace art, indicating

a great degree of difference in the degree of burstiness from trace to trace. By

contrast, Figure 5.1(c) also contains the Hurst coefficient estimate for the three

synthetic benchmarks. Both synthetic benchmarks display Hurst coefficients

less than 0.5, indicating a lack of self-similarity or burstiness.

The Hurst coefficient estimates in Figure 5.1 indicate that nearly all of
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the number of requests versus offered rate for OCN
traffic from the sixtrack and twolf benchmarks on the OCN network.

the TRIPS and multiprocessor benchmarks contain program phase behavior

leading to self-similarity in their injection process. By contrast the synthetic

workloads examined consistently do not show self-similarity in their injection

processes, as would be expected from a uniform or Poisson random process.

These results indicate that in the design of a network to carry one of the

benchmark driven workload suites examined, simply ensuring that the network

was capable of carrying a load equal to the average injection rate over the

course of the trace would not be sufficient because bursts caused by program

phase behavior would cause short periods of time where the injection rate

would be much higher than the average. It should however be possible to

design a synthetic workload with a self-similar injection rate that would be a

better model for the traffic the network would carry.

Program Phase Behavior: Typical processor workloads, such as the

SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks, have been shown to contain phase behavior [53,

54, 17]. These program phases are the cause of the self-similar bursty behavior
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found in Figure 5.1. Bursty traffic should exhibit a wider range of offered rates

than non-bursty traffic for a given average injection rate. An examination of

the injection process should illustrate how this burstiness manifests itself.

To examine injection process burstiness caused by program phase be-

havior, I generated histograms of the injection rate of two SPEC CPU2000

OCN traces. Figure 5.2 shows a histogram for two SPEC CPU200 OCN bench-

marks, sixtrack and twolf representing two typical OCN workloads. In this

figure, each benchmark’s average injection rate was calculated every 1000 cy-

cles, the figure shows a histogram of those injection rates over the course of

the entire benchmark as a percentage of the total number of requests.

The figure shows sixtrack to have a wide array of offered rates with

significant quantities of requests, from near 0% to 20% of max bandwidth.

By contrast twolf shows almost all requests have an offered rate of between

2% and 7%. A synthetic trace with a uniform random injection rate would

be expected to have a single spike at the average injection rate for the entire

trace. The benchmark trace results imply that the OCN traffic for sixtrack is

burstier than twolf, correlating with the Hurst parameters from Figure 5.1(b)

of 0.746 for sixtrack and 0.665 for twolf respectively.

To gain further intuition into the effects of the injection process bursti-

ness, these traces were simulated in a network simulator to determine the

instantaneous offered rate and latency. Figure 5.3 shows these statistics for a

small, million-cycle sample, taken from the middle of sixtrack. In the offered

rate portion of the figure there are three regions that may be associated with

sixtrack program phases. The first region has a relatively low average offered

rate of 2.5% and starts at the beginning of the sample. This region corre-

sponds to a very high average latency of around 100 cycles. The second region
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Figure 5.3: Offered rate and average latency for a sample from the middle of
sixtrack.

starts around cycle 250000 and extends to approximately cycle 400000. This

region has an average offered rate of 5.25% and an associated average latency

of 40 cycles. The final region starts at approximately 400000 and continues

throughout the rest of the trace. The region has an average offered rate of 1%

and average latency of 15 cycles with some exceptions.

The first region only has a 2.5% offered rate however the latency is

extremely high. Further investigation into that region showed that although

the offered rate is relatively low, a large majority of the accesses are reads

destined to a small number of L2 banks causing heavy congestion in portions

of the network. In the second region, the latency is much higher than the

third despite an offered rate that is only 4% higher. Despite enduring for only

1/5 of the segment, the first region’s high latency pulls up the average packet

latency to close to 50 over the segment, highlighting the disproportionate effect
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of program phases. Another interesting point is that in this case the greatest

latency comes from a period that does not have the highest injection rate, but

rather a destination hot-spot.

Source and Destination Node Hot-Spots: Network hot-spots, lo-

cations within the network that have over-committed resources, can have a dis-

proportionate effect on network performance similar to injection rate bursts.

Two places hot-spots often form are around over-committed destination or

source nodes. In these cases, either the injection or ejection rate for a sub-

set of nodes is significantly higher than the average injection rate across all

nodes. As with injection rate variability, detection of source or destination

node hot-spots within a given workload gives important information about

the expected performance of that workload. One way to detect source or des-

tination hot-spots is to examine the variance in source injection or destination

ejection rates. While the mean source injection and destination ejection rates

will be a static fraction of the overall injection rate, the variance or standard

deviation of these rates indicates the degree of skew in these rates from node

to node and the likelihood of hot-spots. Understanding the degree of variance

between source and destination node rates within a given workload can inform

need to over-provision the network at design time, potentially pointed toward

heterogeneous topologies if common workloads are particularly skewed.

The traditional synthetic workloads vary by the function used to de-

termine the source and destination node for each packet, however in many

synthetic workloads each source node injects packets destined for one and

only one destination. In these synthetic workloads the variance in per-node

injection and ejection rate is very low, meaning that each node injects and

ejects packets at approximately the same rate. Realistic workloads that do
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not match these source and destination injection and ejection rate character-

istics may cause network hot-spots at the nodes that have higher injection or

ejection rates.

Figure 5.4 shows standard deviation of source injection and destination

ejection rates for the TRIPS, multiprocessor and synthetic traces normalized

against the mean rate for each benchmark. The source injection rate is the

rate at which packets are injected from a particular source. Conversely, the

destination ejection rate is the rate at which packets are injected destined

for a particular destination. While the mean source injection and destination

ejection rates will be a static fraction of the overall injection rate, the standard

deviation of these rates normalized against the mean indicates the degree these

rates skew from node to node, orthogonal to the injection rate itself. For

example if one particular source node injects most of the packets within a

trace, its injection rate will be much higher than the rest of the nodes in the

network for that trace and the standard deviation of the node injection rate for

that trace will be greater than a trace where all sources inject packets equally.

Generally a larger spread in rates indicates a greater likelihood of injection or

ejection hot-spots.

The OPN traces, in Figure 5.4(a), show a large standard deviation in

their source and destination rates. As some OPN nodes are more frequent

operand producers or consumers, this is an indication of the differing types of

tiles connected to the OPN. Based upon these results, one would expect hot-

spots to form around the over-committed operand producers or consumers,

causing increased congestion and higher latencies than the average injection

rate across each benchmark would signal.

Figure 5.4(b) shows the OCN network has a greater standard deviation
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(a) Standard deviation of source injection and destination ejection
rates normalized against the mean rates for OPN traces.

(b) Standard deviation of source injection and destination ejection
rates normalized against the mean rates for OCN traces.

(c) Standard deviation of source injection and destination ejection
rates normalized against the mean rates for multiprocessor and syn-
thetic traces.

Figure 5.4: Standard deviation of source injection and destination ejection
rates for TRIPS, multiprocessor and synthetic traces, normalized against the
mean rate for each benchmark.
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of injection and ejection rates and hence the wider spread of rates than the

OPN. In these traces, only one processor and its associated cache banks are

legal nodes for injection or ejection, skewing the source and destination rate

standard deviations in the OCN traces. This extreme skew in network source

and destination node rates will likely cause severe hot-spots and large amounts

of congestion for benchmarks with an injection rate of any significance. Due

to the nature of the OCN, the primary injectors and ejectors are known a

priori, and are unchanging across all workloads. These results argue for a

heterogeneous network design, possibly taking advantage of the available wire

bandwidth to over-provision the network links near the primary sources or

destinations.

Interestingly, the multiprocessor benchmarks in Figure 5.4(c) also show

significant deviation among both source and destination rates despite the ho-

mogeneous design of these multiprocessors. These differing rates indicate

multi-threaded load imbalances between the different processors or hot shared

memory locations, leading to source and destination hot-spots in the network.

Unlike the OCN, it is unlikely that the source and destination rates occur in

the same nodes from benchmark to benchmark, so a heterogeneous network

design is not called for. Some amount of over-provisioning of all network nodes

would be a more fruitful approach to hot-spots in these workloads.

By contrast with the TRIPS and multiprocessor traces, the synthetic

traces, also in Figure 5.4(c) show very little deviation in source and destination

rates from node to node, as would be expected because of the uniform random

injection process determining source and destination for each packet. Trans-

pose traffic shows a slightly higher deviation in source and destination rates

primarily because nodes along the diagonal bisection of the network, where
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Figure 5.5: Offered rates for OPN traces from SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks
broken down by sources.

the X coordinate is equal to the Y coordinate, do not inject traffic. Even in

the case of transpose, the source and destination node rate variances are not

as high as in the other workload suites, highlighting the difference between

realistic and synthetic loads.

As an illustration of the variance seen in OPN traffic source injection

rates, Figure 5.5 shows the source injection rate for each node averaged across

all SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. The X-Y plane of the graph matches the

layout and shades (colors) of the 5x5 operand network as shown in Figure 3.2;

the different shades highlight different tile types. The per-tile offered rates vary

widely, from a low of 2.6% for E15 in the lower right to a high of 16.7% for E0 at

the upper left. The distribution of offered rates reflects the TRIPS compiler’s

instruction placement optimizations that attempt to minimize operand routing

distance. Thus, instructions are preferentially placed near the register file and

data cache tiles to reduce block input and output latency.
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Analysis shows that even though average offered rate is low, applica-

tions can easily create network injection hot-spots that may approach local

saturation, producing higher than expected transmission latencies. The com-

piler schedules instructions to more evenly distribute the network traffic; how-

ever such optimizations must be balanced against the effect of increasing the

average source to destination hop count.

5.1.2 Network Dependent Workload Characteristics

Network dependent workload characteristics form through the interaction of

the network trace and the characteristics of the network itself, such as topology

and routing algorithm. While these characteristics can only be determined

after the network in question has been defined, they should provide a more

accurate indication of the hot-spots that form within the network, rather than

just at its periphery as with source and destination node rates.

Network topology can interact with workload to yield different perfor-

mance characteristics than the same workload on a different topology. For

example a 2D mesh network with a non-square aspect ratio would perform

differently from a square 2D mesh network under bit-complement traffic. Bit-

complement traffic traverses the network’s bisection. Link utilization across

that bisection in non-square aspect ratio networks would be higher than square

networks of the same node count as because of the greater concentration of

traffic crossing the network’s bisection leading to hot-spots in link utilization.

Workload must be considered when evaluating the performance of a given

network topology.

The routing function of the network also can interact with workload
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to yield counter-intuitive performance results. For example a network with

dimension order routing under a transpose load of a given injection rate would

have a different packet latency than the same load on a network with random

routing. Transpose traffic, under dimension order routing, over-utilizes the

links across the diagonal bisection of the network, leading to hot-spots and

congestion. Under random routing the same hot-spots will not occur. In

these examples, link utilization indicates how different topologies and routing

functions interact with a given workload. Uneven link utilization can lead to

network hot-spots and performance degradation.

Variance in Link Utilization: Figure 5.6 shows the standard devia-

tion of link utilization across the TRIPS, multiprocessor and synthetic traces

normalized against mean link utilization for each benchmark. As with the

other characteristics, the mean link utilization directly relates to the bench-

mark’s mean injection rate. However the standard deviation of the mean link

utilization indicates the presence of link utilization hot-spots within the net-

work. Normalization against the mean creates an link utilization variance

metric that is orthogonal to the injection rate of each benchmark.

The OPN traces, in Figure 5.6(a), show great differences in average and

standard deviation of link utilization from benchmark to benchmark. Some

outliers such as mesa have a standard deviation of link utilization that is

greater than the mean, indicating a large skew in link utilization across the

network during that benchmark. While other benchmarks have much smaller

link utilization variances, indicating a more uniform link utilization with fewer

hot-spots.

The OCN traces, in Figure 5.6(b) show the greatest diversity in link

utilization. Many benchmarks show standard deviations in link utilization
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(a) Standard deviation of link uti-
lization for OPN traffic normalized
against mean link utilization.

(b) Standard deviation of link utilization
for OCN traffic normalized against mean
link utilization.

(c) Standard deviation of link utilization
for multiprocessor traffic and synthetic
traffic normalized against mean link uti-
lization.

Figure 5.6: Standard deviation of link utilization for TRIPS, multiprocessor
and synthetic traces normalized against mean link utilization.
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that are many times the mean link utilization. Based upon these results we

would expect certain links to be over-committed while others are not used at

all. Due to the OCN’s skewed aspect ratio, traffic causes hot-spots across the

north-south bisection of the network. Given that the OCN network’s bisection

is over-committed due to its aspect ratio, the OCN may benefit from over-

provisioning of links across the network’s bisection. The extra ports on the

network bisection’s routers would likely cost an extra cycle of pipeline delay

through those routers; the decrease in the likelihood of saturation across the

network bisection should counterbalance the extra latency.

The multiprocessor traces, and 5.6(c), each have less standard deviation

in their mean link utilization; however, several outliers including SPLASH-2’s

radix and raytrace, and PARSEC’s freqmine all display standard deviations of

link utilization greater than the mean. These results indicate that the behavior

of benchmarks in the multiprocessor traces varies greatly from benchmark to

benchmark.

Among the synthetic benchmarks bit-complement and transpose traffic,

shown in Figure 5.6(c), show greater standard deviation of link utilization

than the random traffic. This is to be expected because all bit-complement

and transpose traffic traverse the network bisections under dimension-order

routing, leading to hot-spots across the bisection, while random traffic is more

uniform in its link utilization.

Nearly all of the TRIPS and multiprocessor traces have standard devi-

ations of link utilization greater than any of the synthetic traces, indicating

that the TRIPS and multiprocessor traces are more likely to contain network

hot-spots caused by network topology and routing function.

To illustrate how the OCN’s skewed aspect ratio can affect link utiliza-
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Figure 5.7: Link utilization during OCN mesa benchmark.

tion, Figure 5.7 shows a network diagram of the OCN network where each link

is sized and shaded according to that link’s utilization over the course of the

mesa benchmark. In the figure, the links across the north-south bisection of

the network are more greatly utilized than the any other links in the network,

reinforcing the conclusions reached from Figure 5.6(b). In particular the south

bound link in the east-most column is the most utilized followed by the two

north bound links in the two center columns as the next most utilized. The

south bound link utilization reflects the Y-X dimension order routing function

directing read and write requests from the processor in the north-east to sec-

ond level cache banks in the southern half of the network. The north bound

link utilization reflects those cache banks sending replies back to the processor,

also in Y-X dimension order.
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5.1.3 Realistic Synthetic Workload Generation

Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.1 illustrate the differences between realistic benchmark

driven workloads and the synthetic workloads typically used in interconnection

network evaluation. In particular traditional synthetic benchmarks differ from

realistic benchmarks in the variance of their injection rates over time and

location. Based upon this observation it should be possible to produce a

simple synthetic workload with characteristics similar to typical benchmark

driven loads by using a random process for injection process, source node

selection, and destination node selection that provides greater rate variances.

In an effort to produce a more realistic synthetic workload, I devel-

oped the self-sim synthetic traffic pattern. The self-sim traffic pattern uses a

randomly generated fractional Gaussian noise distribution with a Hurst coef-

ficient value of 0.8 for both the injection process and the source/destination

node generation [18]. A Hurst coefficient value of 0.8 was chosen to match

the median Hurst coefficient value found in the injection process of realistic

workloads. The self-similar random process was also used for source and des-

tination node selection to create injection and ejection hot-spots similar to

those seen in realistic workloads. In the self-sim traffic model, however, the

source and destination hot-spots should move around the network over time

unlike the realistic workloads where the hot-spots are largely stationary.

Figure 5.8 shows the Hurst coefficient, source rate variance ratio, des-

tination rate variance ratio, and link utilization variance ratio for the self-sim

synthetic workload as well as the TRIPS NOC and multiprocessor traces. In

the figure each of the variance ratio is equal to the standard deviation divided

by the mean to normalize the results despite the different injection rates and
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of self-sim workload against realistic benchmark
driven workloads.

link utilizations across all benchmarks.

The figure shows that the injection process of self-sim perfectly matches

the 0.8 Hurst coefficient, as expected given the fractional Gaussian noise dis-

tribution used to create the workload. This indicates that self-sim should

have a similar bursty behavior to the realistic workloads examined. Despite

the self-similar injection process used for source and destination node selec-

tion, the source and destination rate variances for self-sim traffic are much

lower than those found in realistic workloads. In large part this is because

the source and destination node hot-spots move around the network in self-

sim traffic, where as in realistic benchmarks the source and destination node

hot-spots are structural in nature and are therefor stationary. Nevertheless, I

expect that self-sim should perform similar to realistic workloads with station-

ary hot-spots, because it is the hot-spot frequency not its stationary location

that creates congestion in interconnection networks.
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5.1.4 Summary

This section examined the TRIPS NOC and multiprocessor network workload

traces with respect to their variance characteristics along several axes. I have

shown that these benchmark characteristics can provide useful indications of

types of workloads those networks can expect to encounter. I also found that

the synthetic workloads traditionally used in interconnection network evalua-

tion do not match the characteristics of realistic benchmark driven workloads.

Based upon this observation I explored the development of a synthetic work-

load, self-sim, that would behave more like a realistic workload.

Another use for workload characteristic information is to inform the de-

sign of the network under examination. For example, workload characteristics

could be used to determine the networks that may need to be over-provisioned

to avoid potential network congestion, and what form of over-provisioning

would be most beneficial. With this in mind, the next section examines how

sensitive each network’s performance is to workload characteristics.

5.2 Network Performance Sensitivity to Work-

load Characteristics

This section explores the relationship between the workload characteristics of

each network’s benchmark suite and the performance of the network. In par-

ticular the section examines how well each workload characteristic correlates

with performance in terms of the congestion of that network across its suite

of benchmarks. Packet congestion in this context is measured as the packet’s

latency beyond the static latency caused by hop distance and serialization de-
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lay. Establishing the performance sensitivity of each network to each workload

characteristic can provide useful information into the important bottlenecks

within each network and hence are invaluable in evaluating a given network’s

design.

The workload characteristics introduced in the previous section primar-

ily relate the variance in injection rate or link utilization over time or space.

These indicators are good measures of relative imbalances and hot-spots within

the network, but they may not always be predictive of the relative performance

of a given benchmark for that network. For example, the link utilization in

the OCN shows high variance between those over-committed links across the

network bisection relative other links that are practically unused. As a result,

all benchmarks express high variance in link utilization on the OCN. Although

this link utilization variance does indicate an imbalance in the network, when

all benchmarks show similar variance, a particular benchmark’s link variance

is unlikely to be predictive of its behavior relative other benchmarks on the

same network. In this case, those benchmarks that have a wide range of a

given workload characteristic are more likely to have their performance pre-

dicted by that characteristic. Other factors, such as maximum utilization or

maximum relative injection rate, may also limit the effectiveness of a given

workload characteristic in predicting a given workload’s performance.

One way to determine the relationship between two random variables is

to plot a linear regression of their combination. Figure 5.9 presents a scatter

plot of OPN packet congestion on the Y axis versus the Hurst coefficient on

the X axis for each of the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. On the diagram, the

shaded line shows a linear regression of the data. The line’s positive slope and

the clustering of results around the line indicate a positive relationship between
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Figure 5.9: Scatter plot of packet congestion versus Hurst coefficient for OPN
traffic under SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. The shaded line is a linear regres-
sion of the data.

the two variables, although several outliers exist. These results indicate that

the magnitude of Hurst parameter of a given workload is somewhat predictive

of its performance on the OPN and that performance in the OPN is sensitive

to the relative burstiness of the workload being run.

While scatter plots are useful to gain an intuitive sense of the relation-

ship between two variables, the Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi-

cient is more commonly used as a measure of the strength and direction of

a linear relationship between two random variables. Correlation coefficients

range from -1 to 1, where a correlation value of 1 indicates a positive-sloped,

perfectly linear relationship between two variables, while a correlation coef-

ficient of -1 indicates a negative-sloped, linear relationship. Generally, cor-

relation coefficients greater than 0 indicate that the two variables have some

positive relationship, stronger as the correlation coefficient goes to 1. For com-

parison, the correlation coefficient between OPN packet congestion and the
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Figure 5.10: Correlation between various workload characteristics and average
packet congestion.

Hurst coefficient is 0.35, also indicating some positive relationship between

the two variables, reinforcing the results found in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.10 shows the statistical correlation coefficient between each of

the characteristics discussed in this chapter and the packet congestion experi-

enced by packets within those benchmarks suites. Figure 5.10 indicates great

diversity across the benchmark suites and networks. The OPN traces show

significant correlation with Hurst coefficient and link utilization variability to

the average packet congestion. A smaller positive correlation is also shown for

source rate variability and packet congestion. These results indicate that the

OPN network performance is somewhat sensitive to packet injection bursti-

ness and link utilization variance, but less so to source or destination node

rate variance. It should then be possible to improve the performance of the

OPN by increasing the links between nodes, effectively over-provisioning link

resources. A conclusion reinforced by the results of the layered OPN network

experiments discussed in Section 3.6.5.
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The OCN and SPLASH-2 trace results are mixed. Neither benchmark

shows a very significant positive correlation between any workload charac-

teristic and packet congestion. In particular, the OCN benchmarks are an

interesting case. Packet congestion in these benchmarks show a significant

negative correlation with both destination rate variance and link utilization.

Negative correlation between two variables implies that as one variable increase

the other variable decreases. The OCN traffic is predominately first-level to

second-level cache system traffic. The second-level cache of the TRIPS pro-

cessor was partitioned such that applications with small second-level cache

footprints can be cached entirely in the top half of the cache, close to the

processor in use. Applications in need of more second-level cache are more

evenly spread across both the top and bottom halves of the cache. This leads

to the counter-intuitive result that applications which evenly spread traffic

out across the full OCN are those which also have greater packet congestion

because more of the traffic must cross the north-south bisection, a bottleneck

due to OCN network’s skewed aspect ratio.

Among the SPLASH-2 benchmarks, raytrace, is an outlier that appears

to be a cause of SPLASH-2 traces’ poor congestion correlation. Raytrace has

the one of the largest Hurst coefficients indicating a great deal of burstiness.

Raytrace also has the greatest variability in each of the rates and in link uti-

lization. Despite these great variances, packets in raytrace experience among

the least amount of congestion. Raytrace’s injection rate is the lowest of all

the benchmarks at 0.24%, in this case the injection rate is low enough to

avoid congestion despite the burstiness and variability. Another issue with the

SPLASH-2 traces is that the injection rates are much higher during the start

up phase at the beginning of each trace and they tend to dominate the average
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latencies found through out the trace.

Unlike the other traces, the PARSEC traces show some correlation be-

tween source and destination node rate variability and packet congestion and

very little correlation between link utilization or injection rate burstiness and

packet congestion. These results indicate that, for the PARSEC workloads,

network performance primarily depends upon the presence or absence of source

and destination node hot-spots. Those benchmarks that have diversity in their

source or destination nodes injection rates tend to have greater latencies than

those which do not. In the multiprocessor workloads, high source or destina-

tion rate variance is indicative of either multi-threaded load imbalances or hot

memory in those benchmarks. Performance in a multiprocessor network run-

ning PARSEC benchmarks could be improved through a better thread load

balance on the processors or through improved memory sharing techniques.

Note that only four PARSEC benchmarks are available for examination at the

time of this writing and correlation results for such a small set of benchmarks

should be regarded cautiously.

Figure 5.11 shows the correlation coefficient between the workload char-

acteristics and average packet congestion, as in Figure 5.10, however with

SPLASH-2 raytrace removed and the SPLASH-2 benchmarks run for only the

first two million cycles, to compensate for the SPLASH-2 trace outlier and the

SPLASH-2 program phases.

The SPLASH-2 traces now show a very strong correlation of 0.92 be-

tween packet congestion and destination ejection rate variance and a somewhat

weaker but positive correlation of 0.42 between packet congestion and link uti-

lization variance. Injection rate burstiness and source injection variance show

little correlation with packet congestion. These results imply that, like the
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Figure 5.11: Correlation between workload characteristics and average packet
congestion with SPLASH-2 raytrace removed and the SPLASH-2 benchmarks
run for only the first two million cycles.

PARSEC benchmarks, the presence or absence of destination node hot-spots

determines network’s congestion. In this case, however, source node hot-spots

do not impact performance as they do in the PARSEC benchmarks.

The correlation results between workload characteristics and congestion

provide insight into design bottlenecks in the TRIPS and multiprocessor net-

works. Interestingly, the characteristics which correlate best with performance

vary greatly from network to network. The characteristics which most strongly

correlate with performance for a particular network’s traces are indicative of

potential weaknesses of those networks under those loads. For example, the

OPN appears to be somewhat sensitive to burstiness in the injection process

and to link overloading, while the performance of the SPLASH-2 benchmarks

are dominated by destination node hot-spots. Results that point toward design

improvements that could be made in each network to improve performance on

these workloads.
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5.3 Workload Characteristics Summary

Networks-on-chip (NOCs) are used in several contexts, from bus replacements

within processors to cache coherence networks in chip multiprocessor. Each of

these different NOCs must be designed to accommodate the traffic that tra-

verses them, therefore, understanding the characteristics of the typical work-

loads each network will have is of tantamount importance in producing a well

balanced network design. This chapter examined the benchmark suite driven

workloads from TRIPS and multiprocessor NOCs with respect to the following

key characteristics, (1) Injection rate burstiness, (2) Source node injection rate

variance, (3) Destination node ejection rate variance and (4) link utilization

variance.

Based upon an examination of each network’s workload suites and tra-

ditional interconnection network synthetic workloads under the characteristics

introduced, this chapter concluded the following key points:

• Viewed through the various workload characteristics examined, the syn-

thetic benchmarks do not appear to model realistic benchmarks such as

the TRIPS and multiprocessor benchmarks very well. By contrast the

TRIPS and multiprocessor workloads express a great deal of variability

within each benchmark suite and between each suite.

• Examination of the workload characteristics of a given workload suite

can be used to create more realistic synthetic workloads that match

the typical workload seen in a given network. Synthetic workloads thus

derived should provide traffic that matches realistic workloads with much

greater leeway in experimentation than could be found in real workload
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traces and without the necessity, and simulation time, to run full system

simulations for their generation.

• Benchmark characteristics can provide useful indications of types of

workloads these networks can expect to encounter. This information

could be used to inform the design of the network under examination,

such as which network may need to be over-provisioned to avoid poten-

tial network congestion, and what form of over-provisioning would be

most beneficial.

Surprisingly, network independent workload characteristics, such as in-

jection rate variance in time or space, provide as good or better a prediction of

network performance as the network dependent characteristic of link utiliza-

tion variance. This result implies that one can determine the potential network

bottlenecks before the network topology and routing algorithm have been de-

fined, simply through an off-line examination of sample workload traces, and

use that information to assist in the selection of topology and routing algo-

rithm.
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Chapter 6

Network Measurement and

Monitoring

In the evaluation of the TRIPS and multiprocessor networks and workloads

we found that realistic traffic loads are non-uniform in time or route, leading

to imbalances in resource utilization. Timely information about the status of

network nodes could be used to balance the load on the network and improve

performance. Unlike off-chip networks, on-chip networks provide unique op-

portunities for network status measurement and monitoring due to the extra

wire bandwidth available. Network measurement and monitoring has many

potential uses in networks-on-chip.

Congestion in interconnection networks is often caused by load imbal-

ances. Network status information could be used to inform routing decisions

and improve load balance, reducing packet latencies as well as increasing the

saturation bandwidth of the network. Useful network status information must

correlate well with current and future network congestion and yet be readily
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available without adding to the router’s critical path.

Current interconnection networks use congestion status information avail-

able locally in each router to inform routing decisions within those routers.

Further performance improvements could be gained if routing decisions are in-

formed by distant as well as local network state information. The wire density

available in on-chip network design provides unique, unexplored opportunities

to transmit network state information.

Network status information has potential uses beyond congestion sta-

tus. Information about the state of individual links connecting routers to-

gether can be used to provide graceful network degradation when those links

fail due to wear-out or manufacturing defect. Alternately, link utilization in-

formation can be used for live dynamic power measurements potentially to

determine which links to shutdown for static power savings. In both cases

aggregation and propagation of local state information would allow improved

network functionality.

This chapter examines the information available within a typical net-

work router. The chapter evaluates locally available information as to their

utility as congestion metrics, determining how well they correlate with conges-

tion in the network. The chapter also explores the means by which network

state information may be propagated around the network.

6.1 Congestion in Interconnection Networks

Congestion in interconnection networks is defined as the point when one or

more routers receive more traffic cycle than they can forward along their out-

going links incurring latency in the packets traversing those links. Congestion
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Figure 6.1: Baseline dimension order, virtual channel router.

can have several root causes, including contention for network resources due to

load imbalance. Congestion leads to additional latency in a packet’s network

traversal time as the packet waits for network resources.

Congestion status information could be used to inform routing decisions

and produce better load balance. A suitable congestion metric is required to

ascertain the congestion status of any given link. Any congestion metric suit-

able for use in an NOC should possess two basic properties: it must correlate

well with downstream congestion and be inexpensive to compute from infor-

mation available locally. This section examines the components of a baseline

router and the information available therein and then evaluates how well that

information correlates with downstream congestion.
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6.1.1 Baseline Router

The information available in a typical NOC router is dictated by the compo-

nents of that router. Figure 6.1 contains a simplified block diagram of a typical

three-cycle, dimension-order (DOR) router, similar to routers typically found

in networks-on-chip. The router uses virtual channel flow control, look-ahead

routing and speculative crossbar allocation and is composed of the following

components:

Input Units: The input units, on the left side of the router diagram, contain

v input FIFOs per direction. Each input FIFO is designated for a differ-

ent virtual channel and there are v virtual channels per unit. Incoming

packets from a given direction are latched into the input FIFO associated

with the virtual channel and direction of that packet.

Routing Unit: With look-ahead routing, the routing unit determines the

appropriate output port or ports in the next hop for each packet that

traverses the router. This information is placed in the header of the

packet for use at the next hop, to take routing off the critical path of

the router. In a DOR router the output port is determined by routing

first in one dimension until the packet’s coordinates match those of the

destination, then in the other dimension, always traversing dimensions

in the same order.

VC Allocator: The virtual channel (VC) allocator keeps track of available

free virtual channels in the downstream routers. The VC allocator at-

tempts to reserve a downstream virtual channels for incoming header

flits when they reach the head of their input FIFOs.
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XB Allocator: The crossbar (XB) allocator keeps track of the available down-

stream buffer space. The XB allocator attempts to reserve the crossbar

for the traversal of at most one output flit per output port from among

those packets that have downstream buffer space available.

Output Buffers: Outgoing packets are latched prior to being launched on

their way to the downstream router, allowing a full cycle for link traver-

sal.

These units contain information about the congestion state of the net-

work due to their normal operation. The cycle by cycle actions of the router

shows which units contain useful information:

Cycle 1: Incoming flits are latched into the appropriate input FIFO for that

packet’s direction and virtual channel.

Cycle 2: The output port for header flits that arrive at the front of any input

FIFOs is extracted from the packet where it was latched in the previous

hop. The router then initiates virtual channel and crossbar allocation

simultaneously for all flits at the front of their input FIFOs.

• The “VC Allocator” chooses a downstream virtual channel for all

packets that do not yet have one from among the unoccupied down-

stream virtual channel FIFOs.

• The “XB Allocator” chooses at most one packet for crossbar traver-

sal for each output port that has available downstream buffer space.

• The “Routing Unit” computes the appropriate output port for this

packet at the next hop.
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At the end of this cycle, flits are latched into the output register for the

appropriate output port.

Cycle 3: Outgoing flits latched in an output register are launched on the

downstream link wires, allowing a full cycle for wire traversal. The new

output port, determined by the routing unit, is placed in the header flit

of all outgoing packets.

Congestion adds latency to packets as they traverse the network. The

congestion of a given router can be measured as the amount of added latency

flits incur per router traversal. In the cycle by cycle actions of the router we

see that latency of a flit can only be incurred during the first two cycles. More

specifically, a flit incurs latency in the traversal of the router in one of four

ways.

1. The flit is unable to reserve a downstream virtual channel due to con-

tention for available downstream virtual channels.

2. The flit is unable to reserve the crossbar for traversal because there is

not enough available buffer space in the downstream node.

3. The flit is unable to reserve the crossbar for traversal due to contention

it’s given output port.

4. A flit is blocked in an input FIFO due to the delay of the flit at the head

of that FIFO.

In the first three cases the per router latency is incurred directly due

to the inability to allocate either downstream virtual channels, downstream

buffers or the crossbar. The fourth case, known as head-of-line blocking, causes
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flit latency because of the latency of the FIFO’s header flit. Head-of-line

blocking latency is then indirectly caused by one of the first three. As a result

virtual channel, buffer and crossbar allocation should form the basis of useful

metrics of congestion.

6.1.2 Congestion Metrics

Congestion metrics that accurately indicate the congestion status of network

nodes and links can inform routing decisions to improve load balance. Pre-

vious work used free buffers in the downstream node, free virtual channels

in the downstream node, and free buffers in an output queue as congestion

metrics [14, 34, 55, 56]. In this section, five atomic congestion metrics are

considered: number of free virtual channels, available buffer count, crossbar

demand, packet delay, and output queue depth.

Free virtual channels (vc): The count of free virtual channels was

first proposed as an indicator of congestion by Dally and Aoki [14], who noted

that fewer allocated VCs implies less multiplexing on a given link. Multi-

plexing, in this context, means interleaving in time of multiple packets on a

physical link. Channel multiplexing is undesirable, since the bandwidth avail-

able to each VC is only a fraction of the channel capacity. One disadvantage

of free VC count as a congestion metric is that a low VC availability is not

always indicative of high link utilization.

Free buffers (buff): Kim et al. [34] used the count of free buffers

in their low-latency adaptive router. Buffer count indicates the amount of

backpressure that the input port at the downstream node is experiencing.

Free buffer count is readily available as the sum of all credits per output port.
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This metric can also be somewhat misleading. For example if a number of

VCs are actively competing for the same physical channel but the downstream

node is able to service the input port every cycle, the free buffer count will

remain high, yielding a deceptively low congestion estimate.

Crossbar demand (xb): Crossbar demand is a new metric that mea-

sures the number of active requesters contending for a given output port. Un-

like VC availability, crossbar demand captures the actual amount of channel

multiplexing a new packet is likely to experience. Multiple concurrent requests

for an output port indicate a convergent traffic pattern – a likely bottleneck.

A limitation of crossbar demand is that it only indicates the state of the local

node, offering no visibility into the next hop as compared to buff.

Packet delay: Packet delay is the sum of wait times of all packets con-

tending for a given output port. Packet delay provides a direct measurement

of the congestion of a router’s given output port. In practice packet delay

as a metric tends to be reactive to rather than predictive of congestion, as

it only provides information about past congestion through this output port

rather than the likelihood of future congestion. While in simulation this metric

was computed using packet arrival timestamps compared against a global time

variable in each router, this metric is impractical for use in real high-frequency,

shallow pipelined NOC router architectures.

Output queue depth: This metric, advocated by Singh and Dally [55,

56], is not applicable to shallow pipelined NOC router architectures that lack

an output buffer.

Composite metrics: Each of the first three atomic metrics discussed

has strengths and weaknesses. Simple composition of the atomic metrics

should build on their strengths and nullify their individual shortcomings. The
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four combinations of the atomic metrics are: combined free VCs and free

buffers (vc buff ), combined free VCs and crossbar demand (vc xb), combined

free buffers and crossbar demand (xb buff ) and combined free VCs, cross-

bar demand and free buffers(vc xb buff ). To ensure the implementability in

high-frequency, shallow pipelined NOC router architectures, we used a simple

addition of each component atomic metric to produce the composite metrics.

As they are roughly analogous in magnitude, normalization was not required.

The vc, buff, xb atomic metrics each provide some information about

the downstream congestion and are readily available in the virtual channel

router design discussed in Section 6.1.1. Those metrics and their composites

should provide useful information about the contention state of the system

6.2 Congestion Metric Evaluation

This section evaluates the correlation between the congestion metrics, and

congestion. The experiments were run on an 8x8 2D Mesh network as described

in Table 4.3. The workload for each experiment was a random traffic pattern,

as described in Section 3.6.2. The random traffic pattern was chosen because

it is more representative of realistic traffic patterns than the other synthetic

patterns discussed. I chose injection rate of 33% because it is near but not

past the saturation point of the network for this workload so as to demonstrate

some congestion yet still have a steady state of packet latency after warmup.

All experiments were run for 100,000 cycles after a warmup period of 10,000

cycles.

Correlation between packet delay and congestion metrics: One

measure of congestion is the sum of the wait time packets incur while traversing
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Figure 6.2: Correlation coefficient between congestion metrics and congestion
measured as packet delay.

routers in the network. While wait time, or packet delay, is not a practical

metric for use within an NOC router, it can provide a baseline against which

practical congestion metrics may be measured.

Figure 6.2 shows the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient

between packet delay and each of the congestion metrics. The results are

sorted in order of increasing correlation from left to right. In the figure, the vc

and buff congestion metrics used in prior work have correlation coefficients of

0.38 and 0.39 respectively, significantly less correlation with packet delay than

the other metrics evaluated. Generally the combined metrics show greater

correlation than the atomic metrics with the exception of xb which shows the

second highest correlation coefficient (0.47). The combined xb buff metric

shows the best correlation with packet delay of all metrics evaluated (˜0.50).

All metrics in the figure show some correlation with congestion, indi-

cating their usefulness as congestion metrics. The vc and buff metrics used in
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prior work, however, can be improved upon significantly. By comparison, the

xb metric, a measure of convergent active requests, shows particular promise

for an atomic congestion metric. The combined xb buff metric, incorporating

xb’s convergent requests with buff ’s downstream backpressure, shows even bet-

ter correlation with congestion at the cost of slightly more design complexity.

The combination of all three metrics in vc xb buff does not correlate as well

as xb buff and nearly matches the correlation of vc buff. This result indicates

some overlap in the information conveyed by the vc and buff metrics.

While a correlation coefficient of ˜0.5 for the best metric, xb buff, is

significant, it does not indicate perfect correlation. A diagram could provide

useful information showing how the metric relates spatially with packet delay.

Figure 6.3 provides such insight, comparing combined crossbar demand and

free buffers (xb buff ) versus packet delay. The figure shows two network snap-

shots at cycle 1600. Cycle 1600 was chosen as representative for each metric

because during that cycle the correlation coefficient between the metrics was

equal to 0.50.

The top figure, 6.3(a), contains a graphic representation of the packet

delay of links within the network. Thicker and darker link arrows indicate

greater packet delay, while thinner and lighter arrows indicate less packet delay.

The bar in the upper right hand corner of the figure provides a key for the

range of shadings from a packet latency of 69 cycles to 0 cycles. Figure 6.3(b)

shows a similar diagram where arrow shading and thickness indicates the sum

of consumed downstream buffers and crossbar demand, a value ranging from

20 to 0.

Generally links with greater packet latency also show higher crossbar

and buffer utilization. The combined xb buff metric also shows significant
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(a) Packet delay for links under random traffic.

(b) Combined crossbar demand and used downstream credits for links
under random traffic.

Figure 6.3: Snapshots of packet delay and combined crossbar demand and free
buffers (xb buff ) during uniform random traffic with an injection rate of 33%
.
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utilization in many links physically close to those with high packet latencies.

The xb buff metric also shows some links that have high utilization despite a

lack of evidence of a nearby packet delay hotspot, such as between nodes 4.5

to 3.5. The high xb buff utilization in these cases may be caused by a past

packet delay hotspot where the buffer utilization has not fully dissipated yet, or

by significant crossbar and buffer utilization preceding a future packet delay.

While high xb buff utilization near to surrounding packet delay hotspots in

either location or time contribute to a reduction of the correlation coefficient,

they would seem to indicate that the combined xb buff metric can provide

information about packet latency hotspots at some distance in space or time

away from the hotspot in question.

6.3 Network Information Propagation

Given proper metrics the next question is how to convey this information

around the network in a useful fashion. Network information transport may

be in-band, or within the network itself, or out-of-band, using some form of

secondary monitoring status network.

6.3.1 In-band propagation

In-band congestion information propagation implies that the network itself

will carry the congestion information. An advantage to in-band propagation

strategies is that they require less extra hardware than out of band propaga-

tion, because they utilize the wires and resources of the network as it exists.

For example the network nodes may produce status packets at some interval.

These packets propagate around the network, conveying status to the other
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nodes. This approach, however, presents the danger of adding to the conges-

tion of the network it monitors. Alternately the network nodes may attempt

to piggyback network status information within packets that are already being

sent around the network. While this approach will not affect network conges-

tion, the information would only be propagated when and where other packets

are already flowing, limiting the consistency and continuity of congestion in-

formation.

6.3.2 Out-of-band propagation

On-chip networks tend to have higher loads than off-chip networks, however

on-chip networks are typically less constrained in terms of interconnect wiring.

In-band information propagation, therefore, is a poor fit for on-chip networks.

I propose out-of-band information propagation, where congestion information

is sent on a secondary “status network” interconnecting all the nodes of the

network. This method takes advantage of the available wire bandwidth be-

tween nodes to prevent additional primary network congestion. For the rest

of this dissertation I will assume some type of out-of-band propagation is used

to transfer congestion information.

6.3.3 Update Frequency and Resolution

Ideally each node would broadcast its status to every other node once each

cycle. This approach, however, would scale required bandwidth quadratically

with the number of nodes. The available wire density, available power con-

sumption limits, the number of bits of precision in the congestion metric and

the sensitivity to information staleness are all important parameters in the
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determination of an appropriate status network. At one end of the spectrum,

if the timeliness of the information is of tantamount importance, one could

design a status network that was very wide with congestion status updates for

several network nodes traversing links in parallel. At the other end of the spec-

trum if wire density or power are limiting factors, congestion metric resolution

could be limited to the most significant bits of the metric and they could be

sent out serially over a very narrow status network, reducing the frequency of

status updates. The proper tradeoff between the status information network

bandwidth and its update frequency depends on the size of the network and

the information staleness that can be tolerated.

6.4 Aggregation

Aggregating information at each node prior to propagation is an alternative

approach that preserves update frequency without consuming status network

bandwidth. Aggregation in this context means computing the weighted aver-

age of the downstream congestion metric and the local congestion metric prior

to propagation of the newly averaged metric to the upstream nodes. Aggrega-

tion creates a weighted decaying average of the congestion metric over distance

within the network.

Aggregation comes at the expense of limiting the effective depth and ac-

curacy of the information from the view of a given node. By limiting the depth

of view, however, aggregation also limits the impact of stale information on

the congestion estimate. In workloads that have highly transient hotspots, the

shortened view of aggregation may provide more useful information than non-

aggregated estimates, polluted with stale data. Weights upon distant versus
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local information could be used to tune aggregated congestion information’s

field of view.

6.5 Network Measurement and Monitoring Sum-

mary

This Section identifies a small set of useful metrics that correlate well with

congestion through an examination of the information available in a typical

network-on-chip router. The combined metrics introduced show significantly

stronger correlation with congestion than those metrics used in prior work.

The metrics also show utilization in links spatially and temporally close to

congestion hotspots, indicating that they provide some indication of packet

latency hotspots from some distance away.

The best trade-off between status network bandwidth and update fre-

quency is dependent on traffic characteristics, such as average length of con-

gestion event, as well as on network characteristics. Workloads with highly

transient hotspots would likely benefit from shortened depth of view into the

network, to avoid pollution from stale congestion estimates, while workloads

with very stable network hotspots would benefit from greater depth of view.

Beyond congestion information, status networks could also find uses in

tasks other than improving load balance. For instance, they should be useful

in controlling the power consumed in networks by providing information and

control of individual links. Similarly they could provide information on the

reliability of individual links so that faults can be routed around. Finally status

networks could be used to provide the compiler or application programmer
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with live feedback on how their program is interacting with the system for

performance tuning.
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Chapter 7

Congestion Awareness in

Adaptive Routers

Both synthetic and realistic workloads can produce load imbalances that im-

pinge upon performance with the dimension order routing typically used in

networks-on-chip. Congestion metrics, introduced in the previous chapter,

provide information about the location and severity of congestion within a

network under load. Adaptive routing is a technique which leverages conges-

tion information to improve the performance of those networks by producing

better load balance. Unlike oblivious routing methods such as dimension order

routing, adaptive routing dynamically determines the route taken by packets

within the network. This chapter examines the means by which congestion

metrics can be used to produce better load balance through adaptive routing.

Adaptive routing reduces packet latency by routing packets away from

congested routers, thereby balancing the load in the network. To achieve this,

however, the adaptive router must be aware of the downstream congestion
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far enough away from the actual congested links to be able to route around

it. Traditional adaptive routing, introduced in Chapter 2, uses information

available in the local node, typically either free virtual channel count or free

downstream flit buffers, to determine the output port for a packet that is least

likely to lead to a contended link.

Ideally, adaptive routing decisions should be made based upon current

and complete knowledge of the congestion state of each link in the network. Re-

alistically, an adaptive routing technique must not impinge upon the router’s

critical path, must be scalable with network size and hence bandwidth re-

quirement, and must account for the transient nature of network state. A

practical implementation in hardware implies tradeoffs in accuracy, latency,

and bandwidth.

This chapter first gives a brief introduction to adaptive routing with a

discussion of the microarchitecture of a network-on-chip adaptive router. The

chapter then introduces a new congestion aware adaptive routing technique:

Regional Congestion Awareness (RCA) which uses aggregated congestion met-

rics to inform dynamic in-router adaptive routing. Then follows an evaluation

of RCA under synthetic and realistic workloads. The chapter evaluates a sen-

sitivity study of RCA under different conditions to develop the understanding

of how RCA works and where it does not. The chapter then introduces Source

Calculated Congestion Aware Networks (SCCAN), a technique that uses con-

gestion status from the entire network to form the basis of routes encoded in

each packet at injection time. SCCAN is evaluated under synthetic workloads

and compared against RCA and traditional adaptive routing.
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Figure 7.1: Baseline adaptive router.

7.1 Adaptive Routing

One way to leverage congestion status information to produce better network

performance is through adaptive routing. In a typical adaptively routed in-

terconnection network, each packet’s path through the network is determined

dynamically at run time so as to balance load across the links and have less

congestion. Each adaptive router must determine the best output port for

each packet based upon a current measure of congestion down stream from

each output port.

Figure 7.1 shows the microarchitecture of a 2-stage, adaptive router

based upon the low latency, network-on-chip, minimal-path adaptive router

design of Kim, et al. [34]. The North input unit is shown in detail to highlight

the components enabling adaptivity. The adaptive router includes the follow-
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ing new or modified components relative the dimension-order router shown in

Figure 6.1:

Routing Unit: Unlike the routing unit in the DOR router from Figure 6.1,

the routing unit in the adaptive router provides the quadrant of the

destination of this packet relative the next node. The routing quadrant

describes the up-to two minimal-path profitable output ports from that

node in the direction of the packet’s destination.

Congestion Value Registers (CVRs): The congestion value registers latch

the current value of the congestion metric being used. Latching helps

to ensure that the congestion metric generation is taken off the router’s

critical path at the cost of adding latency or staleness to that informa-

tion.

Port Preselect Logic: The port preselect logic computes a single preferred

output for each quadrant based upon the values in the congestion value

registers. This logic is implemented as a set of comparators for each

output quadrant.

Preferred Output Registers (PORs): The preferred output registers latch

the preferred output port values for each quadrant from the port prese-

lect logic.

Revisiting the router’s cycle-by-cycle actions highlights how the conges-

tion metrics are used to adaptively route a packet towards its destination:

Cycle 1: The router simultaneously initiates:
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• Incoming flits are latched into the appropriate input FIFO for that

packet’s direction and virtual channel (VC).

• The port preselect logic chooses the best output port for each quad-

rant based upon the congestion metrics latched in the CVRs. These

output ports are latched into the PORs.

Cycle 2: The output quadrant for header flits that arrive at the front of any

input FIFOs is extracted from the packet where it was latched in the

previous router. The quadrant is used to select the appropriate output

port from among the POR registers. The router then initiates VC and

crossbar (XB) allocation simultaneously for all flits at the front of their

input FIFOs.1

• The “VC Allocator” chooses a downstream virtual channel for all

packets that do not yet have one from among the unoccupied down-

stream virtual channel FIFOs.

• The “XB Allocator” chooses at most one packet for crossbar traver-

sal for each output port that has available downstream buffer space.

• The “Routing Unit” computes the appropriate output quadrant for

this packet at the next hop.

At the end of this cycle, flits are latched into the output register for the

appropriate output port.

Cycle 3: Outgoing flits latched in an output register are launched on the

downstream link wires, allowing a full cycle for wire traversal. The new

1Packets that have only one dimension left to travel prior to reaching their destination
will override quadrant port selection and proceed directly to VC and XB allocation.
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output quadrant, determined by the routing unit, is placed in the header

flit of all outgoing packets.

Relative to the DOR router presented in Section 6.1.1, the adaptive

router adds or modifies two functions:

1. The adaptive router modifies the route selection done by the routing unit

to select a quadrant rather than a single output port.

2. The adaptive router adds precomputation of the preferred output port

for each quadrant based upon the values of the congestion metrics.

The router’s critical path remains untouched primarily because the path from

congestion metrics through port preselect logic to preferred outputs is pipelined

through the CVR and POR registers. As a result it is easy to cleanly intro-

duce new congestion metrics, rather than the vc and buff metrics used in prior

work. Furthermore, it is possible to integrate congestion status information

from other points in the network into the port selection process by substituting

a new regional congestion metric for the current local metrics.

7.2 Regional Congestion Awareness

In collaboration with another student, I developed Regional Congestion Aware-

ness (RCA) to overcome the limitations of conventional adaptive routers that

use information only from the local node. RCA is a family of light-weight

mechanisms for integrating congestion information from different points in the

network into the port selection process. RCA uses a low-bandwidth out-of-

band monitoring network to propagate congestion information among adjacent
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routers. At each hop along the way, local congestion status is aggregated with

information from neighboring nodes, which is then used for port selection and

also propagated to upstream routers. The aggregation step weights the con-

tention information based on distance from the current node, thereby reducing

the negative effects of stale information and reducing interference from non-

minimal paths. This approach is trivially integrated into the pipeline of the

adaptive router, with a negligible impact on area and no effect on its critical

path. Three possible variants with different cost-performance characteristics

are discussed, other points in the spectrum are also possible.

7.2.1 RCA Design

The goal of regional congestion awareness (RCA) is to integrate downstream

congestion status information into the local port selection function in a practi-

cally implementable manner. Several constraints affect RCA’s design decisions

including wire density on-chip, high frequency critical path timing and the sta-

bility of congestion within the network. Many points within this design space

are possible, this section outlines RCA’s design decisions and the reasons be-

hind them.

The update frequency and the relative weight of distant versus local

congestion status information are two important, interconnected design deci-

sions. In any realistic system, output port selection decisions must be made

based upon congestion status information that is older the further it is from the

local node. As a result, congestion status information contains incrementally

more noise with greater distance traveled, a situation aggravated if updates

are delayed to conserve bandwidth, as in a non-aggregating congestion status
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(a) 1D Aggregation.

(b) Fanin Aggregation.

(c) Quad Aggregation.

Figure 7.2: Diagrams showing congestion information propagation to a par-
ticular node (darker gray) in the three forms of RCA.
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network design. We chose instead aggregation of congestion status informa-

tion at each hop to provide the highest frequency of updates with limited

bandwidth requirements at the cost of diminishing view of congestion with

distance. While aggregation only approximates the view of the network as a

whole, it weighs the distant congestion information which is noisier less than

the closer congestion information.

Congestion status information aggregation was implemented via a weighted

average of local versus downstream congestion status information. We chose a

simple weighting of 50% for local information versus 50% for each successive

hop, creating a decaying average with distance. These weights are trivially

implemented in hardware with a simple adder and a static right shift, yet they

ensure that distant congestion estimates with more noise have less impact on

local output port decisions. We found the 50-50 weighting produces good re-

sults for the 2D 8x8 network and workloads examined. Other weightings of

local versus distant congestion information are possible and may be beneficial

different network sizes or workloads; however weightings that are not imple-

mented with a power of two division would come at the cost of significantly

more complex logic. In Section 7.3.3 I discuss this issue further and investigate

RCA’s performance sensitivity to local versus downstream congestion weights.

As discussed in Section 6.3, the method of congestion status informa-

tion propagation between nodes is an important design decision. Due to the

availability of on-chip wire bandwidth and the limited bandwidth needed for

aggregated congestion status information, we chose to implement an out-of-

band congestion status network. Given that the combined metrics discussed

in Section 6.1.2 would have a maximum value of less than 32, five bits will

be sufficient to represent the local or downstream congestion metric with full
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precision. We left shifted each congestion metric by five bits, effectively zero

padding the metric, to ensure that the right shift which is part of the aver-

aging step did not prematurely reduce precision. The RCA congestion status

network evaluated is, therefore, 10 bits wide. The congestion network could

be narrowed by reducing the update frequency or its precision, however this

would come at the cost of increasing the congestion estimate’s noise.

Finally, RCA must not significantly affect the router pipeline’s critical

path. We have chosen to integrate the RCA into the port preselection logic, a

sub-critical stage in the adaptive router’s pipeline that only contains a set of

5-bit comparitors. Even in a high frequency router design, we expect there to

be enough time in each cycle to include the simple adder and shifter that RCA

will require. If the timing of this pipeline stage becomes critical, it is possible

to subdivide the work into more stages, at the cost of more latency in the

congestion estimate and a greater vulnerability to highly transient congestion.

7.2.2 RCA Variants

Figure 7.2 shows microarchitecture details of the three RCA variants. These

figures show microarchitectural detail only for packets using the east output

ports, all other orthogonal directions would have the same components. In

the figures the
∑

symbol represents an addition of local and downstream

congestion status information. The ≫ symbol represents a hardwired single

bit right shift to normalize the resultant congestion metric. Together the

additions and bit shifts at every hop create a decaying average with distance

such that the impact of distant congestion information is less than closer or

local congestion information.
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1D aggregation (1D): 1D, shown in Figure 7.2(a), is the simplest

design considered. It propagates the aggregated congestion information along

a single dimension. At each node, the status information from the next hop

downstream is summed with the status information from the local node and

then right shifted for normalization. This new, aggregated, value provides a

metric of the downstream congestion for a given output port in that node. This

value is also propagated upstream for further aggregation. While it provides a

very limited view of the network, only considering information along a single

axis, 1D has the lowest implementation complexity among the three designs.

Despite its limited view of the full network, 1D can perform well under certain

traffic loads. In particular, loads which create congestion in the center of the

mesh. Relative the other RCA variants, 1D has less noise from turn-path traffic

enabling a slightly deeper view of the network in each orthogonal direction and

easier avoidance of congestion in the center of the network.

Fan-in aggregation (fanin): The motivation behind fanin, shown in

Figure 7.2(b), is to provide congestion information about more of the network

than 1D at minimal logic and wiring cost. In this scheme, the value propagated

upstream through an output port is a combination of aggregated congestion

values from both of the turn paths as well as the downstream straight path.

The intuition is that most packets will have to turn at some point so integration

of the turn paths into the congestion estimate provides some information of

both possible quadrants downstream from the next hop in this direction. In

this scheme the straight line path is weighted twice as high as the turning

paths as it is more likely path for a packet entering this node. While fanin

aggregation integrates both turn paths into the straight line path, at most

only one of those turn paths could be useful, therefore more noise is added to
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the estimate as well. Fanin generally performs somewhat better than 1D, due

to the extra information about the turn paths, but typically the extra noise

causes some performance loss versus quad RCA.

Quadrant aggregation (quad): In quad RCA, shown in Figure 7.2(c),

congestion information for each quadrant is maintained and propagated sep-

arately reducing destructive interference from downstream ports that cannot

be used by a given packet. Since each output port belongs to two different

quadrants, two separate cost values need to be transmitted computed and

propagated. Thus, quadrant aggregation incurs a 2x overhead in hop-to-hop

wiring complexity compared to either 1D or fanin aggregation. Each cycle, the

local congestion value at a given port is aggregated with two different non-local

values, one for each quadrant associated with the port. The same is done for

other ports, resulting in eight aggregated values total. Congestion values for

the same quadrant are then averaged and are transmitted upstream on both

links of a given quadrant. As each quadrant’s information is propagated sep-

arately, there is no interference from unused turn paths in quad’s congestion

estimate and quad generally performs best on the widest range of workloads,

however this comes with a 2x complexity overhead relative the other RCA

variants.

7.3 Evaluation of Regional Congestion Aware-

ness

The evaluation of RCA based adaptive routing uses the four synthetic traf-

fic patterns: transpose, bit-complement, uniform random and self-sim to gain
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some insight into the relative strengths and weaknesses of the different con-

gestion metrics. We choose these patterns because they represent adversarial,

friendly, and nominal workloads for adaptive routing algorithms. Except for

self-sim, all traffic patterns use a uniform random injection process. We also

evaluate RCA under the SPLASH-2 multiprocessor traces to explore realis-

tic workloads performance under RCA routing. We then conclude with RCA

sensitivity studies.

7.3.1 Synthetic Workloads

Figure 7.3 shows a set of load-latency graphs for the RCA family of met-

rics compared to the DOR and baseline local adaptive routing with the best-

performing local congestion metric for each traffic pattern. To reduce the

clutter on the diagram, only the best performing RCA variant from the local,

1D, fanin, and quadrant categories, using the best performing congestion met-

ric is shown. Sensitivity to RCA variant and congestion metric are examined,

later, in Section 7.3.4. Compared to locally-adaptive schemes, RCA metrics

show an improvement in saturation bandwidth across all traffic patterns, with

no sacrifice in latency. For the purpose of this discussion saturation bandwidth

measured as the point at which the average packet latency is three times the

zero load latency. The top of each figure demarks the saturation point for each

routing algorithm.

Uniform random, shown in Figure 7.3(a), is by definition a globally-

balanced workload. As such it shows a performance degradation under locally-

adaptive routing versus DOR routing. In the figure, RCA is able to outperform

both locally-adaptive schemes and DOR in terms of latency in throughput
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(a) Uniform Random Traffic. (b) Self-Sim Traffic.

(c) Transpose Traffic. (d) Bit Complement Traffic.

Figure 7.3: Load-latency graphs for DOR, the best local metric, and the best
RCA method among 1D, fanin and quadrant metrics.
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under higher injection rates, with an improvement in saturation rate of 6%

and 4% respectively and no degradation in performance at low loads. This

traffic pattern is uniformly distributed with DOR, and local adaptive’s greedy

behavior causes a significant throughput reduction. RCA outperforms both

DOR and local adaptive by detecting transient load imbalances from afar and

adjusting its routing decisions accordingly.

Self-sim traffic, shown in Figure 7.3(b), is also globally load balanced,

although hotspots occur more frequently and are less transient under this

workloads than uniform random. As such it shows a performance degradation

under locally-adaptive routing versus DOR routing. In the figure, RCA also

shows some improvement versus local adaptive and DOR in terms of latency

in throughput under higher injection rates, although the saturation rate gains

are only 3% and 4% respectively and no degradation in performance at low

loads. As with uniform random this traffic pattern is uniformly distributed

with DOR, and local adaptive’s greedy behavior causes a significant through-

put reduction. RCA outperforms both DOR and local adaptive by detecting

localized hotspots from afar and adjusting its routing decisions accordingly.

Transpose traffic, shown in Figure 7.3(c), has highly imbalanced load

under DOR. As expected, local adaptive provides a significant performance

improvement in throughput over DOR on this workload. Regional Congestion

Awareness extends this improvement in throughput by 16% over the local

adaptive results. This demonstrates that even traffic patterns that benefit

from locally-adaptive routing stand to gain from better congestion awareness.

Load imbalances caused by DOR with these traffic patterns are egregious

enough that local adaptive metrics can detect and compensate for them. RCA

is able to extend local adaptive’s improvement by avoiding the creation of a
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Figure 7.4: Average latency across SPLASH-2 benchmarks normalized to la-
tency of DOR.

large congestion hotspot through the center of the network as local adaptive

does on this workload.

Bit-complement traffic, shown in Figure 7.3(d), is perfectly balanced

under DOR. As such, local adaptive’s performance is significantly degraded

versus DOR on this workload. RCA on this workload provides the largest im-

provement in throughput versus local adaptive, and the performance of RCA

is very close to that of DOR. Specifically, RCA shows a 19% improvement

in throughput over the best local adaptive and is 6% shy of DOR’s satura-

tion bandwidth. Local adaptive’s greedy behavior causes a large congestion

hotspot in the center of the mesh, in turn causing a significant throughput

reduction relative DOR. RCA is able to outperform local adaptive by avoiding

this congestion hotspot in the center of the network.
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7.3.2 SPLASH-2 Benchmark Traffic

Figure 7.4 shows the average packet latency across eight SPLASH-2 benchmark

traces, normalized to DOR, and grouped into uncongested and congested cat-

egories. In uncongested benchmarks (barnes, ocean, radix, and raytrace) con-

tention forms less than 15% of the total packet latency. Contention is the cause

of significant packet latency in fft, lu, water-nsquared, and water-spatial; thus

adaptive routing has an opportunity to improve performance. The final two

clusters of bars in Figure 7.4 show the geometric mean across all benchmarks

and across the congested benchmarks.

Although RCA variants provide equal or lower latency than local adap-

tive schemes, RCA shows the greatest benefit on water-spatial, with a 71%

reduction in latency. This application’s traffic contains a single, localized des-

tination hotspot. DOR routing under this workload quickly saturates outward

from this hotspot causing very high average packet latencies. Although many

packets in local adaptive routing under this workload do detect the hotspot

and route around it, in many cases by the time the packet detects the hotspot

most of the path diversity towards the destination has already been consumed

so the packets must continue through the congestion. RCA routing detects

the hotspot from a greater distance away, allowing it to route packets around

it before they encounter congestion. On average, RCA provides a latency re-

duction of 16% across all benchmarks, and 27% across congested benchmarks

versus local adaptive. All three RCA variants show similar performance on

these benchmarks.

(Note to the reader, this section will be augmented with a discussion of

RCA and local adaptive’s performance under the PARSEC benchmarks, once
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their simulation is complete)

7.3.3 Sensitivity to Network Design Point

Individual network implementations are likely to vary from the baseline de-

signs of the previous section, depending on the needs of the system. This

sections presents network design point variations that provide insight into the

performance of RCA metrics in different environments. In these experiments

the variance between RCA schemes is under 5%, so only the best performing

RCA variant for each workload is shown.

Network Dimension: On-chip networks are likely to exhibit a great

deal of variation in size from design to design. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 show load-

latency graphs for the synthetic workloads with three different network sizes:

4x4, 16x16 and the 8x8 baseline. In these workloads the network bisection

links tend to be bottlenecks, therefore, it is expected that the saturation rate

for DOR will be inversely proportional to network size.

The results for all network sizes generally show RCA performs very

well, achieving a better throughput than local adaptive on all the workloads.

In 4x4 mesh under uniform random traffic, shown in Figure 7.5(a), the dif-

ference between local adaptive, DOR and RCA is smaller than shown in the

baseline Figure 7.5(c), while this traffic on the 16x16 mesh in Figure 7.5(e)

shows a widening gap between the three workloads. Interestingly, RCA out-

performs DOR on this globally load-balanced workload only on the medium

sized 8x8 mesh. In smaller mesh sizes under uniform random traffic the packet

hop distances are short and the hotspots are highly transient, providing less

opportunity for adaptivity, leading similar performance between the three al-
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(a) 4x4 Mesh Uniform Random. (b) 4x4 Mesh Self-sim.

(c) 8x8 Mesh Uniform Random (baseline). (d) 8x8 Mesh Self-sim (baseline).

(e) 16x16 Mesh Uniform Random. (f) 16x16 Mesh Self-sim.

Figure 7.5: Load-latency graphs for 4x4, 8x8 (baseline) and 16x16 meshes
under the uniform random and self-sim workloads.
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(a) 4x4 Mesh Transpose. (b) 4x4 Mesh Bit-complement.

(c) 8x8 Mesh Transpose (baseline). (d) 8x8 Mesh Bit-complement (baseline).

(e) 16x16 Mesh Transpose. (f) 16x16 Mesh Bit-complement.

Figure 7.6: Load-latency graphs for 4x4, 8x8 (baseline) and 16x16 meshes
under the transpose and bit-complement workloads.
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gorithms. In large meshes, the performance loss of RCA relative to DOR is

caused by a reduced visibility horizon and increased noise in congestion esti-

mates due to a large network diameter. Network size has a stronger effect on

local adaptive than RCA, allowing RCA to maintain a lead of approximately

8%.

On self-sim traffic, shown in Figures 7.5(b), 7.5(d) and 7.5(f), RCA

outperforms both local adaptive and DOR for all network sizes. RCA performs

best in the smaller networks, where RCA provides excellent visibility into the

congestion state of the network, allowing it to capitalize on the persistent

hotspots created in self-sim workloads.

Transpose traffic, shown in Figures 7.6(a), 7.6(c) and 7.6(e), has a highly

imbalanced network utilization that is easy for adaptive routing to capitalize

on. On smaller networks, both forms of adaptive routing provide sufficient

visibility into the congestion state of the network, allowing them to capitalize

on the transient hotspots caused by the random injection process. As the

network size increases, however, local adaptive’s performance drops off relative

RCA due to local adaptive’s myopic view of network congestion.

Bit-complement traffic, shown in Figures 7.6(b), 7.6(d) and 7.6(f), is

highly balanced in network utilization under DOR. On smaller networks, RCA

provides excellent visibility into the congestion state of the network, allowing it

to capitalize on the transient hotspots caused by the random injection process.

Figure 7.6(f) shows the results for the 16x16 network. On this traffic pattern,

adaptive approaches do not perform as well versus DOR. The performance loss

of RCA relative to DOR is caused by a reduced visibility horizon and increased

noise in congestion estimates due to a large network diameter. Network size

has a stronger effect on local adaptive than RCA, allowing RCA to maintain
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a lead of approximately 25%. This highlights a potential problem with RCA

as network sizes increase with VLSI scaling. Increasing the weight of the

downstream versus the local congestion metrics should provide a deeper view

of the network and should help RCA scale to larger networks.

Packet Length: Figures 7.7 and 7.8 show load-latency graphs for

very short (1 flit), medium (1-6 flits) and longer (1-15 flits) packets under

the synthetic workloads. Short packets represent an NOC where many small

values are transferred, such as in a scalar operand network [60]. The wide

distribution of packet lengths (from 1 to 15 flits) are more representative of

packet sizes found in networks for memory traffic.

All workloads express a similar trend, adaptive routing’s performance on

short packets, shown in Figures 7.7(a), 7.7(b), 7.8(a), and 7.8(b), is generally

worse relative DOR when compared to the baseline medium packet size results

in Figures 7.7(c), 7.7(d), 7.8(c), and 7.8(d). Single-flit packets cause highly

transient network congestion which is difficult for adaptive routing to exploit,

increasing the gap between all adaptive routers and DOR.

The average packet latencies for both the adaptive and DOR routers

are significantly higher for long packets, shown in Figures 7.7(e), 7.7(f), 7.8(e),

and 7.8(f), than for short, even discounting the latency due to packet length.

The increased latency is a known effect of wormhole routing with long packets,

where imbalances in resource utilization arise because packets hold resources

over multiple routers. RCA capitalizes on this phenomenon to provide an

accurate picture of network utilization and improve routing decisions, outper-

forming local adaptive and DOR on all traffic patterns except bit-complement,

where it almost matches the performance of DOR.

Virtual Channel Count: Figures 7.9 and 7.9 show load-latency graphs
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(a) Short Packets (1 flit) Uniform Ran-
dom.

(b) Short Packets (1 flit) Self-sim.

(c) Medium Packets (1-6 flits) Uniform
Random (baseline).

(d) Medium Packets (1-6 flits) Self-sim
(baseline).

(e) Long Packets (1-15 flits) Uniform Ran-
dom.

(f) Long Packets (1-15 flits) Self-sim.

Figure 7.7: Load-latency graphs for with short and long packets under the
uniform random and self-sim workloads.
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(a) Short Packets (1 flit) Transpose. (b) Short Packets (1 flit) Bit-complement.

(c) Medium Packets (1-6 flits) Transpose
(baseline).

(d) Medium Packets (1-6 flits) Bit-
complement (baseline).

(e) Long Packets (1-15 flits) Transpose. (f) Long Packets (1-15 flits) Bit-
complement.

Figure 7.8: Load-latency graphs for with short and long packets under the
transpose and bit-complement workloads.
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(a) 4 VCs Uniform Random. (b) 4 VCs Self-sim.

(c) 8 VCs Uniform Random (baseline). (d) 8 VCs Self-sim (baseline).

Figure 7.9: Load-latency graph for four virtual channels versus baseline with
eight virtual channels under the uniform random and self-sim workloads.
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(a) 4 VCs Transpose. (b) 4 VCs Bit-complement.

(c) 8 VCs Transpose (baseline). (d) 8 VCs Bit-complement (baseline).

Figure 7.10: Load-latency graph for four virtual channels versus baseline with
eight virtual channels under the transpose and bit-complement workloads.
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for a baseline NOC implementation with eight virtual channels and a modified

baseline configuration with the virtual channel count reduced to four on the

synthetic workloads. Across all workloads RCA continues to perform signif-

icantly better than local adaptive, although the performance gap is reduced

compared to baseline. Fewer virtual channels, and by extension fewer flit

buffers, reduce the resolution of various contention metrics and cause dimin-

ished performance in RCA. Another issue is the imbalance in virtual channel

utilization caused by the presence of the escape VCs in the Y direction. The

escape VCs are reserved for packets on the last leg of their network traversal

and cannot otherwise be used. Our contention metrics do not account for

the special status of these VCs, and end up providing a misleading picture of

resource availability. The attenuating effect of reserved VC’s on the accuracy

of congestion estimates is amplified as the number of VCs is reduced, a trend

confirmed with experiments simulating two VCs per physical channel.

7.3.4 Sensitivity to RCA Design Point

The sensitivity of RCA’s performance under different design constraints pro-

vides insight into where RCA would be most useful and how RCA could be

improved. This section presents variations RCA’s design with respect to the

RCA variant used, the congestion metric used by RCA, the latency RCA’s

propagation and changes to the relative weights local versus downstream con-

gestion metrics in RCA. In all experiments local adaptive and DOR mirror the

results in Figure 7.3 and are omitted from these graphs for clarity.

RCA Variant: We examined the three RCA variants across the four

synthetic workloads to determine which variant performed best and under
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(a) Uniform Random Traffic. (b) Self-Sim Traffic.

(c) Transpose Traffic. (d) Bit Complement Traffic.

Figure 7.11: Load-latency graphs for the three RCA variants, 1D, fanin and
quadrant.
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what circumstances. Generally the three RCA variants all performed within

4% of each other in terms of saturation throughput.

RCA Quad performed 3% better on uniform random traffic, while RCA

Fanin performed <2% better for self-sim traffic. Generally the differences

between the variants on these workloads were small enough to be in the noise.

In both uniform random and self-sim, traffic is globally balanced. Therefore

most performance gains for RCA are coming from the detection of transient

hotspots, at which each RCA variant performs almost equally.

On transpose traffic, RCA Quad and RCA 1D both outperformed RCA

Fanin by 4%. On bit-complement traffic, RCA 1D provided a 4% performance

boost over the other RCA variants. In both of these workloads, load is directly

a function of the distance from the bisection of the network. 1D RCA metrics,

by virtue of only considering each dimension singly, are better able to stay

away from the bisections, forming a slightly better load balance for this type

of traffic. RCA Quad does better than RCA Fanin for these loads because

there is less interference from the unused turn paths.

Congestion Metric: We examined a set of seven congestion metrics,

two from prior work (buff and vc), and five new ones (xb, vc xb, xb buff, vc buff,

and vc xb buff ), with RCA 1D under the synthetic workloads to determine the

metric that provides the best performance. To reduce clutter on the graph,

Figure 7.12 shows the best performing metric for each workload, along with

the three atomic metrics, xb, vc and buff. Across all workloads a combined

metric, either vc xb buff or vc xb performs better than any atomic metric.

On the uniform random and self-sim traffic patterns, the difference between

the metrics is very small, less than 3%. While the atomic metrics from prior

work perform comparably on uniform random traffic, the atomic buff metric
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(a) Uniform Random Traffic. (b) Self-Sim Traffic.

(c) Transpose Traffic. (d) Bit Complement Traffic.

Figure 7.12: Load-latency graph for RCA 1D with different congestion metrics
under synthetic workloads.
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performs slightly worse than the other atomic metrics on self-sim traffic. As

a result, a combination of all three metrics, vc xb buff, yields the best per-

formance on uniform random, while only combining the two best performers,

vc xb, yields the best performance on self-sim traffic.

The combined metrics provide a 5% increase in saturation rate over the

atomic metrics from prior work on transpose and bit-complement traffic. As in

self-sim traffic, buff performs significantly worse than the other atomic metrics

on transpose traffic and therefor vc xb yields the best performance overall. On

bit-complement traffic vc xb buff provides both a 5% higher saturation rate

than either prior work metric and latency that matches or beats all three

atomic metrics at each point on the graph.

These results confirm a small but significant advantage of combined

metrics over those used in prior work, as expected from the results in Sec-

tion 6.2. Unlike Section 6.1.2’s results, xb buff was not the best performer,

although the difference in saturation rate between the best and worst perform-

ing combined metric was less than 2%. The performance of the combined met-

rics over the atomic metrics at each point in the graph highlights the synergy

created by adding atomic metrics together. Individually each atomic metric is

susceptible to false indications of congestion or a lack thereof; the combination

of atomic metrics reduces the likelihood of false positives or negatives.

Congestion Information Timeliness: The baseline RCA implemen-

tation assumes a single cycle of latency per hop for congestion status informa-

tion propagation. Examination of RCA’s sensitivity to congestion information

latency provides insight into the tradeoff between RCA’s performance and the

status network’s design characteristics. Figure 7.13 shows a load-latency graph

of four different congestion status network per hop latencies for RCA 1D under
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(a) Uniform Random Traffic. (b) Self-Sim Traffic.

(c) Transpose Traffic. (d) Bit Complement Traffic.

Figure 7.13: Load-latency graph for RCA with different propagation latencies
under synthetic workloads.
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the synthetic workloads: (1) 100 cycles per hop, (2) 10 cycles per hop, (3) 1

cycle per hop (as in the baseline experiments), and (4) an ideal 0 cycles per

hop. In the figures the status network latency of 100 cycles per hop yields

a slight saturation rate degradation versus baseline, while the ideal, 0 cycle

latency per hop latency shows an insignificant saturation rate improvement.

Figure 7.13 indicates that RCA’s sensitivity to the latency of conges-

tion information is very low. In part, the performance stability with respect

to latency is caused by the stability of the synthetic traffic patterns . A re-

alistic workload consisting of changing patterns over time, possibly due to

program phase behavior, would benefit from a congestion network with less

latency. These results also indicate that serialization of congestion status up-

dates across a narrower status network would yield a limited performance

impact, implying serialization of congestion status updates would be useful in

bandwidth constrained environments.

Aggregation Weights: Baseline RCA 1D, shown in Figure 7.2(a),

uses an equal, 50%/50% weight for the local and downstream congestion es-

timates used in its averaging step. This weighting creates a decaying average

with distance where the impact of congestion is 50% less for each hop down-

stream from the local node. While the 50%/50% weight is easily implemented

and provides significant performance improvement versus local adaptive, a full

study of possible weights could indicate the potential for improvement of RCA

if the implementation the required multiplication and division were feasible.

Figure 7.14 shows a load-latency graph for local and downstream con-

gestion estimate weightings for RCA 1D under the synthetic workloads. These

experiments use RCA 1D to reduce the number of variables to permute by ex-

cluding the turn paths, the results should be applicable to RCA quadrant and
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(a) Uniform Random Traffic. (b) Self-Sim Traffic.

(c) Transpose Traffic. (d) Bit Complement Traffic.

Figure 7.14: Load-latency graph for RCA 1D varying local (L) and downstream
(D) aggregation weights under synthetic workloads.
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RCA fanin with appropriate modification to the turn path weights. Experi-

ments were performed for all possible weights between 5% local/95% down-

stream and 95% local/ 5% downstream, for clarity only the following traces are

displayed: (1) 50% local/ 50% downstream (as in the baseline experiments),

(2) 25% local/ 75% downstream, and (3) 20% local/ 80% downstream. Across

all weight combinations on each workload, the saturation rate improves as the

downstream weight increases until 25% local/75% downstream, after which

the saturation rate starts to decrease. The figure highlights this point as the

25% local/ 75% downstream weight trace has the lowest latency at every point

and a saturation throughput higher than the 50%/50% baseline, while the 20%

local/80% downstream trace shows a slight degradation in performance.

The improvement in saturation throughput for the 25% local/75% down-

stream weights is statistically significant on all workloads. This improvement

implies that decreasing the decay rate of the decaying average, thereby in-

creasing the distance at which congestion may be detected is beneficial for

this traffic pattern. Its implementation would require the construction of a

constant 3X multiplication on the incoming downstream congestion metric.

Porting these RCA 1D results to RCA quadrant and RCA fanin would require

increased logical complexity to create appropriate weights for the downstream

turn paths. The multiplication unit would consume area and power, as well as

impacting the timing path for incoming congestion status information. Based

upon the congestion information timeliness results in the previous section, it

should be possible to add an extra pipeline stage to the congestion metric prop-

agation’s critical path for the multiplication if necessary, with little negative

impact on the timeliness of the congestion estimate.
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7.3.5 Evaluation Summary

Across a wide range of synthetic and trace-based workloads, the RCA variants

match or outperform current local adaptive routers. RCA performs particu-

larly well when the traffic pattern is highly asymmetric as in the water-spatial

SPLASH-2 benchmark. RCA also performs well on workloads where greedy,

local decisions can hurt global load balance, such as bit-complement traffic.

RCA’s impact is reduced when the network diameter is large, or when

congestion is highly transient. A large network diameter reduces the effective-

ness of RCA designs because, with a 50-50 weighting of local and propagated

contention metrics, small fluctuations in local metrics can outweigh strong

distant trends. To improve performance of RCA in large meshes, one might

consider tuning local versus non-local weights, increasing RCA bit-width for

greater visibility, or using concentration to reduce network diameter [6]. Highly

transient traffic patterns also complicate adaptive routing’s ability to get an

accurate picture of network state, leading to some performance loss. Transient

traffic patterns affect any adaptive router design, although RCA reacts more

quickly to network state transitions than local adaptive.

RCA performed best with combined congestion metrics, reinforcing the

relationship between those metrics and network congestion discussed in Sec-

tion 6.1.2. Although congestion information timeliness did not seem to have

much impact upon the performance of RCA, this may be caused by the stabil-

ity of the synthetic traffic workloads. If those results held under different traffic

patterns it may be possible add a pipeline stage to the congestion information

propagation path. An extra pipeline stage would allow greater flexibility in

downstream versus local weighting, making it possible to take advantage of
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the improvement found in weighing downstream traffic three times more than

local traffic.

Among RCA variants, RCA Quadrant generally performs the best, al-

though the simplest RCA variant, RCA 1D, performs best on bit-complement

and water-spatial. RCA 1D shows that less information can sometimes provide

a clearer picture of network state by reducing noise in congestion estimates.

RCA Fanin performance typically falls between that of RCA Quadrant and

RCA 1D, reflecting the attenuating effects of noise caused by aggregation of

status information from mutually exclusive routing quadrants.

Although area overheads for RCA are already extremely low, we have

found that RCA can reduce router area requirements compared to the conven-

tional adaptive router. Across a number of simulated workloads, a 4-VC RCA

design is able to match or exceed the performance of an 8-VC local adaptive

router, thus making RCA an attractive option for area-constrained designs.

7.4 Source Calculated Congestion Aware Net-

works (SCCAN)

While regional congestion awareness performs well under many circumstances,

its sensitivity to network size and aggregation weights reveal the potential

for performance problems as networks scale with VLSI technology. Adaptive

routing should show greater performance improvement if timely and complete

congestion status information of each hop along each path could be used to

determine the route. A challenge lies in finding a mechanism to approach this

ideal case implementable in current and future process technologies.
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One simple, naive implementation is to place a look-up table within each

router containing congestion status information for each node in the network.

The router would examine the table to determine the output port leading

to the least congested route for the packet to take to its destination. This

approach is unrealistic in current NOC designs because the clock frequency and

pipeline depth do not typically allow sufficient time to do the path calculation

and lookup. Deepening the pipeline would have an impact on both the area,

because of the extra input buffering required, and the end-to-end latency, both

constraints critical in on-chip network designs. Lowering the chip frequency is

not viable because of the timing requirements of the rest of the system.

An alternative I investigate is source-calculated congestion aware net-

work (SCCAN) adaptive routing. SCCAN adaptive routing effectively com-

bines source routing, where packet routes are computed by the source node and

encoded into the packet, with congestion aware adaptive routing. In SCCAN,

route calculation is based upon a complete view of the network contention

in every link. SCCAN routers do route calculation off the critical path, in

the source node, this route is then encoded into the packet at injection time.

Presuming that the challenges associated with SCCAN adaptive routing can

be overcome, potential benefits to this technique include:

Area and timing: As with all source calculated routing schemes, removing

route calculation from the routers, simplifies their design, reducing area

and improving the cycle time of the router.

Power: Less area and better congestion performance provide an inherent im-

provement to the total power consumed by each router. The congestion

status network and source route tables also provide the opportunity to
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shut down some links of the network, further reducing power consump-

tion, similar to the dynamic, in-network approach described in Soteriou

and Peh [57].

Fault tolerance: The SCCAN scheme could be used to provide a mecha-

nism to detect and route around faulty links or routers as in Itai and

Sachanai [31].

In this section I discuss the design and tradeoffs necessary for a realistic

SCCAN adaptive routing system. Finally I evaluate SCCAN versus RCA and

local adaptive, and discuss how the design tradeoffs necessary for a realistic

design consume much of the performance benefit of a deeper view of network

congestion.

7.4.1 SCCAN Design

In SCCAN adaptive routing, a per-destination node look-up table is main-

tained in the packet injectors. This table contains the pre-calculated, least

congested path to each destination node from this source node. Placement of

this table in source nodes, primarily for use at injection time, takes the table

look-up off the critical path for the network routers. Extra cycles of latency

are paid only once, at injection time.

Although statically encoding an adaptive route in each packet at in-

jection time significantly reduces the complexity of the routers, it comes with

several challenges. One challenge is the latency in congestion status infor-

mation. While the RCA sensitivity studies suggest that performance is not

particularly sensitive to congestion information latency, SCCAN route deter-

mination is based upon congestion tens to hundreds of cycles old by the time
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the packet reaches its destination in any practically realizable implementation.

Routing based upon information that old may be either too old to be useful

or introduce congestion stability problems leading to hotspot oscillations.

To improve the baseline performance of SCCAN, I investigated rerout-

ing packets after a specified number of hops at a cost of a cycle for rerouting.

The extra cycle of latency for rerouting in this approach, however, consumed

the performance gains versus the SCCAN baseline implementation. Similarly,

I investigated rerouting packets that were delayed due to congestion in the

network. An extra cycle for route lookup was not charged in this case as

route lookups could potentially be performed speculatively for each packet as

it entered the router and only used if the packet was delayed. This approach

did improve SCCAN’s performance and it was added to the baseline SCCAN

implementation. Speculative route lookups could adversely effect the power

consumption of SCCAN, in networks where power consumption was a strong

constraint, lookups could be held until the packet had already been delayed

one cycle.

Figure 7.15 shows a high-level block diagram of a SCCAN router. The

units highlighted represent the major components added to a baseline virtual

channel router to enable SCCAN adaptive routing. The route table unit calcu-

lates the full path to every possible destination from this node based upon the

congestion status information provided on a secondary network. As packets

inserted into the network enter via the local input unit, the route they will

take is extracted from the route table by the route lookup component. The

route lookup component encodes the route into the packet header for use as

the packet traverses the network. The route lookup component is only instan-

tiated in the local input unit. All input units also have a reroute component
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Figure 7.15: SCCAN router block diagram.

that is used to re-route packets that have been delayed due to congestion in

the network. Unlike a typical DOR or adaptive router, the routing unit in

the SCCAN router is only responsible for reading the output port from the

pre-encoded route in the packet header of each packet as it comes to the head

of its input unit FIFO.

Deadlock avoidance in SCCAN proved to be a challenge, as a dynamic

adaptive routing deadlock avoidance scheme based upon Duato’s protocol [22]

will not work for the statically routed SCCAN implementation. Instead SC-

CAN implements a modified escape-channel form of deadlock breaking based

on Dally, et al. [14], where the escape channel VC is only used when packet

appears to be deadlocked. Packet deadlock is assumed after a packet has been

delayed in a router a set number of cycles due to congestion. Once a packet
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is marked as deadlocked, that packet is promoted to the DOR routed escape

channel for the remainder of the packet’s route. Unlike deadlock avoidance

in Duato’s protocol, where escape channel access is only restricted in one di-

mension, SCCAN’s deadlock breaking must reserve the escape channel in all

dimensions, causing a reduction in the number of virtual channels available

for head-of-line blocking avoidance in SCCAN routing. SCCAN performs best

when the number of cycles of latency before promotion to DOR was between

10 and 15.

Another challenge in the implementation of SCCAN adaptive routing

is the route calculation logical complexity. Optimal route calculation is an

NP-hard problem [31]. In SCCAN, however, only a sub-set of routes must be

recalculated each cycle because the congestion information for only one node

arrives every cycle. While route lookup is on the critical path for packets

entering the network, route calculation is off the critical path as route updates

do not gate packet insertion. Nevertheless, the route calculation will add

latency and staleness to the calculated path.

7.4.2 SCCAN Evaluation

I evaluated SCCAN adaptive routing under four synthetic traffic patterns,

transpose, bit-complement, uniform random and self-sim. Baseline SCCAN

was compared against RCA and local adaptive as well as an idealized SCCAN

with no latency in congestion status information and no delay in packet re-

routes at every hop to provide insight into SCCAN’s performance advantages

and disadvantages.

Figure 7.16 shows load latency graphs for local adaptive, the best per-
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(a) Uniform Random Traffic. (b) Self-Sim Traffic.

(c) Transpose Traffic. (d) Bit Complement Traffic.

Figure 7.16: Load-latency graphs for the best local metric, and the best RCA
method versus SCCAN baseline and SCCAN ideal under synthetic workloads.
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forming RCA variant, SCCAN and SCCAN ideal on the four synthetic work-

loads. Across all traffic patterns the zero and low load latencies for SCCAN

are significantly higher than SCCAN ideal, RCA and local adaptive. A com-

bination of three factors are at work in SCCAN at low loads:

1. Each SCCAN routed packet requires an extra pipeline stage upon inser-

tion into the network, for route table lookup and encoding. This directly

adds a cycle to the average latency at all loads.

2. Packets in SCCAN are routed based upon older congestion information

than in local adaptive, RCA and SCCAN ideal. As a result, transient

hotspots that have appeared since the routing decision was made are not

reflected in SCCAN’s routing decisions, leading to less optimum route

choices and more congestion even at low loads.

3. Packets in SCCAN are deadlock prone. Breaking deadlocks requires

the detection of deadlocked packets and promotion of those packets to

the escape channel. SCCAN, as implemented, assumes packets delayed

15 cycles or more to be deadlocked. This produces the best results in

experimentation but is, at best, a compromise. A lower cycle count for

deadlock detection forces many non-deadlocked packets into the escape

channel, losing the benefit of adaptive routing and causing congestion

in the escape channel. A higher deadlock detection cycle count wastes

packet latency waiting on packets that are deadlocked, in turn causing

congestion, increasing latency and more deadlocks.

On bit-complement and transpose workloads, shown in Figures 7.16(d)

and 7.16(c), the saturation rate of SCCAN adaptive routing is significantly
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higher than local adaptive, although it does not match the saturation rate

of RCA for these traffic loads. The saturation rate of SCCAN on uniform

random and self-sim traffic patterns, however, is significantly less than that

of either dynamic adaptive routing algorithm. Taken together these results

reveal a bias in SCCAN’s performance towards traffic patterns that are stable

and consistent over those that are random. Hotspots in uniform random traffic

are highly transient. SCCAN routing’s congestion information is too stale to

enable routing around these transient hotspots versus RCA where congestion

information is much less delayed. Hotspots in self-sim traffic are also transient,

although less so than uniform random. As a result SCCAN, while still out-

performed by the dynamic adaptive algorithms, has a saturation rate closer to

that of local adaptive and RCA.

The SCCAN results show that for highly stable or slowly changing traffic

patterns, SCCAN can produce a higher saturation rate than traditional local

adaptive routing. SCCAN’s saturation rate performance comes at the expense

of poor low load latency relative the dynamic adaptive routing methods. RCA

significantly outperforms SCCAN in both saturation rate and low-load latency.

Improving SCCAN’s performance at low loads would demand a more expedient

and selective method of deadlock detection. Increasing SCCAN’s saturation

rate would require decreasing the latency and skew in congestion information

relative the current implementation.
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7.5 Congestion Awareness in Adaptive Routers

Summary

This chapter introduces two new congestion aware adaptive routing algorithms,

regional congestion awareness (RCA) and source calculated congestion aware

networks (SCCAN). RCA is a family of light-weight mechanisms for integrat-

ing congestion information from different points in the network into the port

selection process. RCA uses a low-bandwidth out-of-band monitoring network

to propagate congestion information among adjacent routers. At each hop

along the way, local congestion status is aggregated with information from

neighboring nodes, which is then used for port selection and also propagated

to upstream routers. The aggregation step weights the contention information

based on distance from the current node, thereby reducing the negative effects

of stale information and reducing interference from non-minimal paths.

Across a wide range of synthetic and trace-based workloads, the RCA

variants match or outperform current local adaptive routers. RCA performs

particularly well when the traffic pattern is highly asymmetric as in the water-

spatial SPLASH-2 benchmark. RCA also performs well on workloads where

greedy, local decisions can hurt global load balance, such as bit-complement

traffic. RCA’s sensitivity to design parameters was also evaluated and RCA

was shown to perform better in smaller meshes and those with longer packets,

both situation where RCA was able to detect congestion from further away in

the network.

In SCCAN adaptive routing, route calculation is based upon a com-

plete view of the network contention in every link. SCCAN routers do route

calculation off the critical path, in the source node, this route is then encoded
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into the packet at injection time. SCCAN’s performance results show that for

highly stable or slowly changing traffic patterns, SCCAN can produce a higher

saturation rate than traditional local adaptive routing. SCCAN’s saturation

rate performance comes at the expense of poor low load latency relative the

dynamic adaptive routing methods. RCA significantly outperforms SCCAN

in both saturation rate and low-load latency.

RCA and SCCAN adaptive routing show that integrating network con-

gestion status information from further abroad than just the local node can

be used effectively to produce better network performance across a wide range

of workloads. This performance improvement comes at with small increases

in router complexity and critical path.

The RCA sensitivity studies on larger network sizes indicate, as VLSI

technology scaling continues, retaining performance with all forms of adaptive

routing will be a greater challenge. RCA will continue to provide better perfor-

mance than local adaptive but the gap with DOR on bit-complement like traffic

patterns will grow. It may be possible to design a combined SCCAN/RCA

adaptive routing, where RCA is used for short distances and SCCAN is used

over longer distances, to gain better performance as network sizes continue to

increase.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Moore’s law has recently led to architectures that incorporate multiple commu-

nicating components, such as chip multi-processor (CMP) and system-on-chip

(SOC) designs. While in the past, ad-hoc interconnect and bus protocols were

used to convey control and data within a chip, scaling these interconnects

with frequency and greater numbers of components is motivating a shift to-

ward networks-on-chip (NOCs), similar to the shift towards interconnection

networks seen in large scale multiprocessors several decades ago. To date,

however, relatively few such networks have been implemented and scaled to

more than tens of components.

Network-on-chip design presents several challenges relative off-chip net-

work design as the constraints of networks-on-chip differ from the constraints

of off-chip interconnection networks in terms of frequency, bandwidth, latency

and area. While off-chip networks are typically clocked at much lower frequen-

cies than the processor’s main clock, networks-on-chip may be clocked at high

frequencies, often the main system clock itself, placing a strong constraint on

the router’s critical path. The bandwidth of off-chip networks is much lower
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than networks-on-chip because of the much higher wire density allowed in on-

chip designs, resulting in differences in packet length, flit width, and storage

requirements. Many network-on-chip applications demand very low latencies

to achieve performance requirements, implying reduced router complexity and

pipeline depth. As network-on-chip node counts scale to tens and possibly

hundreds of nodes, their routers will consume a significant fraction of the total

die area, forcing conservation of router area in future network-on-chip designs.

All of these different design constraints imply that the optimal design point

for a network-on-chip will be significantly different from the optimal design

point for a typical off-chip interconnection network.

In this dissertation, the TRIPS processor prototype project provided a

case study of network-on-chip (NOC) implementation. The TRIPS processor

prototype implements networks on-chip in place of buses for operand bypass

and level-2 cache interconnect. In the evaluation of TRIPS processor, I exam-

ined how network design decisions and utilization effect system performance.

I also showed that network performance improvements can translate directly

into TRIPS processor performance improvements. The workloads from each

of the NOCs of the TRIPS processor performed significantly differently than

synthetic workloads found in prior work as well as differently from each other.

Simulation of the TRIPS NOCs showed the cause of the performance differ-

ential to be unbalanced network utilization. This dissertation builds upon the

insights gained from the evaluation of the TRIPS NOCs to improve NOC per-

formance though a better understanding of workload characteristics that lead

to congestion and by providing the means, on-chip, to diagnose and remedy

network imbalances and achieve better dynamic load balancing.
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8.1 Dissertation Summary

The contributions of this dissertation lie in four areas: (1) NOC design and

implementation, (2) workload characterization, (3) network measurement and

monitoring, and (4) congestion aware adaptive routing.

8.1.1 Network-on-chip Design and Implementation

This dissertation explored the design and implementation of the NOCs of the

TRIPS processor. The networks of the TRIPS processor are individually de-

signed to complement the different usages and constraints placed upon them.

Integrating the operand network (OPN) into the execution unit’s pipeline ef-

fectively removes one cycle of latency, and has a direct impact on system

performance. Processor architectural features, such as dynamic cache bank to

scratch pad transitions, drove the novel address-remapping ability of the OCN.

In both cases the unique design requirements of each network drove design of

two unique networks.

Despite relatively high packet latencies in both the OPN and OCN,

given the injection bandwidth of the simulated traces, the TRIPS processor

achieves a system performance within 28% of a TRIPS processor with an

ideal non-contended network. The TRIPS processor performance stability un-

der these conditions is largely the result the latency hiding possible with the

TRIPS very large instruction window. Future designs with higher bandwidth

requirements, however, will require novel approaches to mitigate the perfor-

mance impact of congestion within the networks.
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8.1.2 Workload Characterization

This dissertation proposed various network workload characteristics as a means

to determine network performance bottlenecks. Traces from the TRIPS NOCs

and multiprocessor networks were evaluated with these characteristics. The

characteristics successfully differentiated types of workloads networks can ex-

pect to encounter with respect to the causes of contention within those net-

works. This information can be used to inform the design of the network

under examination, such as, which network may need to be over-provisioned

to avoid potential network congestion, and what form of over-provisioning

would be most beneficial. Interestingly, the characteristics that correlated

best with performance were those that were independent of the network un-

der examination, indicating that a given network’s potential bottlenecks could

be determined before the network topology and routing algorithm have been

defined, reducing trial-and-error in the design process.

I also found that, viewed through the various workload characteristics

examined, the traditional synthetic benchmarks do not appear to model real-

istic workloads such as the TRIPS and multiprocessor benchmarks very well.

The characteristics of realistic workloads could, however, form the basis of

new synthetic benchmarks that more closely match the performance of real,

benchmark driven workloads.

8.1.3 Congestion Measurement and Monitoring

Current interconnection networks use live congestion status information avail-

able locally in each router to inform routing decisions within those routers. In

this dissertation I identified a small set of useful metrics that correlate well with
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congestion through an examination of the information available in a typical

network-on-chip router. The combined metrics introduced show significantly

stronger correlation with congestion than those metrics used in prior work. I

discussed how these congestion metrics could be used to improve performance

in networks-on-chip.

Further performance improvements can be gained if routing decisions

are informed by distant as well as local network state information. A secondary

status network provides a simple way to leverage the available wire density

on-chip to convey congestion information and improve routing decisions. This

dissertation examined the trade-off between status network bandwidth, update

frequency, and workload characteristics. I found that workloads with highly

transient hotspots would likely benefit from shortened depth of view into the

network, to avoid pollution from stale congestion estimates, while workloads

with very stable network hotspots would benefit from greater depth of view.

8.1.4 Congestion Aware Networks

This dissertation introduces two new congestion aware adaptive routing algo-

rithms, regional congestion awareness (RCA) and source calculated congestion

aware networks (SCCAN). RCA is a family of light-weight mechanisms for in-

tegrating congestion information from different points in the network into the

port selection process. RCA uses a low-bandwidth out-of-band monitoring

network to propagate congestion information among adjacent routers. In SC-

CAN adaptive routing, route calculation is based upon a complete view of the

network contention in every link. SCCAN routers do route calculation off the

critical path, in the source node, this route is then encoded into the packet at
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injection time.

Across a wide range of synthetic and trace-based workloads, the RCA

variants match or outperform current locally adaptive routers. RCA performs

particularly well when the traffic pattern is highly asymmetric as in the water-

spatial SPLASH-2 benchmark, where RCA provided a 71% reduction in la-

tency over local adaptive. RCA also performs well on workloads where greedy,

local decisions can hurt global load balance, such as bit-complement traffic.

Specifically, RCA shows a 19% improvement in throughput over the best local

adaptive and is 6% shy of DOR’s saturation bandwidth on bit-complement

traffic.

SCCAN adaptive routing achieves a higher saturation rate than tradi-

tional local adaptive routing for highly stable or slowly changing traffic pat-

terns, although for workloads with less stable traffic patterns SCCAN was un-

able to match local adaptive routing. SCCAN’s saturation rate performance

comes at the expense of poor low load latency relative the both dynamic

adaptive routing methods. RCA significantly outperforms SCCAN in both

saturation rate and low-load latency.

RCA and SCCAN adaptive routing show that integrating network con-

gestion status information from further abroad than just the local node can

be used effectively to produce better network performance across a wide range

of workloads. This performance improvement comes at with small increases

in router complexity and critical path.
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8.2 Concluding Thoughts

On-chip interconnection networks will remain a vibrant area of research as pro-

cess technology scaling allows hundreds of communicating nodes on-chip. In

this environment, leveraging the information available, both off-line in work-

load examination and characteristic extraction and on-line in congestion in-

formation in the network, will be necessary to meet future performance needs.

This dissertation has explored some of the ways off-line and on-line infor-

mation can be used to improve performance and brings up three key areas of

future research, (1) workload aware network design, (2) generation of improved

synthetic workloads, and (3) improved congestion aware adaptive routing.

8.2.1 Workload Aware Network Design

Traditionally, interconnection networks have been designed around broad spec-

ifications, such as required bisection bandwidth or peak injection bandwidth.

These specifications do not provide a very accurate measure of the true perfor-

mance requirements of the network as different workload traffic patterns will

utilize networks differently, in some cases leading to significantly degraded

saturation bandwidth. In this dissertation I explored the characteristics of

different benchmark suites on the TRIPS and multiprocessor networks. Many

of the workload traits that lead to congestion can be diagnosed prior to the

full specification of the network. As a result, it should be possible to use a

priori network workload characterization in the definition of the network to

ultimately create a better performing network. For example if self-similarity

was found and characterized in a network’s workloads, the network could be

over-provisioned to ensure that, even under peak bursts, a minimum of per-
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formance could be guaranteed.

The use of workload characteristics in network design implies some chal-

lenges. Workloads that have imbalances in source or destination nodes may

require a heterogeneous network design to address these imbalances. Embrac-

ing a heterogeneous network design will have impacts on routing algorithms,

deadlock avoidance, heat, power, and possibly physical place and route. While

the results found that some workload characteristics correlate well with con-

gestion, from network to network the correlations were not the same. More

research is required to determine what factors contribute to a network’s per-

formance sensitivity to a particular workload characteristic.

8.2.2 Improved Synthetic Workloads

This dissertation presented a new synthetic workload, self-sim. This work-

load used a self-similar process to determine injection rate, source node rate

and destination node rate, providing a workload more consistent with realistic

benchmarks than traditional synthetic workloads. Taking this technique fur-

ther, it should be possible to take the workload characteristics for a given

network’s benchmark suite and use those characteristics to directly create

matching synthetic workloads.

Synthetic workloads thus derived would yield much greater leeway in

experimentation than could be found in real workload traces and without the

necessity, and simulation time, to run full system simulations to generate them.

This approach would also provide further insights into the causal relationships

between network workload characteristics and performance. An interesting

challenge will lie in finding the best statistical functions for the injection and
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node selection processes. It may be that the source and destination node

distributions have variance with time as well as space, and capturing this will

likely be necessary to create a matching synthetic workload model.

8.2.3 Improved Congestion Awareness

Regional congestion awareness (RCA) was highly successful at utilizing con-

gestion status information to improve performance in a forward looking 8x8

2-D mesh network, however when scaled up to 16x16 performance falls off

somewhat versus DOR, although RCA maintains a significant lead over tra-

ditional local adaptive. As future networks scale to hundreds of nodes, these

results indicate scaling problems for RCA and local adaptive approaches to

load balance. In part this is because the aggregation step in RCA decays

distant information relative closer information. Source calculated congestion

aware networks (SCCAN) do not decay the congestion estimate with distance

but instead suffer from too much latency in their congestion estimate.

It may be possible to merge both SCCAN and RCA to form a better

solution for large NOCs. One method is to implement a SCCAN-like tech-

nique of utilizing full network congestion view at injection to pick the network

regions a packet will traverse. Here the region selection would be based upon

information giving a broad sense of the congestion status within each of the

network’s regions. Once the packet is injected into the network an RCA-like

technique could be used route packets within each of those regions as the

packet traverses the path to its destination. The regions could be sized to fit

RCA’s congestion view.

Many potential challenges to the merged RCA/SCCAN approach re-
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main. For instance, determination of the best network region size will be key

to ensuring that the RCA portion works efficiently. Similarly, the SCCAN

portion presents challenges such as designing an efficient method to aggre-

gate together and convey a full region’s congestion status to each source node

and dealing with the latency of congestion status information as network size

continues growing.
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